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Abstract

Background

Carriers of mutations in hereditary cancer predisposition genes represent a small but clini-

cally important subgroup of oncology patients. The identification of causal germline muta-

tions determines follow-up management, treatment options and genetic counselling in

patients’ families. Targeted next-generation sequencing-based analyses using cancer-spe-

cific panels in high-risk individuals have been rapidly adopted by diagnostic laboratories.

While the use of diagnosis-specific panels is straightforward in typical cases, individuals

with unusual phenotypes from families with overlapping criteria require multiple panel test-

ing. Moreover, narrow gene panels are limited by our currently incomplete knowledge about

possible genetic dispositions.

Methods

We have designed a multi-gene panel called CZECANCA (CZEch CAncer paNel for Clinical

Application) for a sequencing analysis of 219 cancer-susceptibility and candidate predispo-

sition genes associated with frequent hereditary cancers.

Results

The bioanalytical and bioinformatics pipeline was validated on a set of internal and commer-

cially available DNA controls showing high coverage uniformity, sensitivity, specificity and
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accuracy. The panel demonstrates a reliable detection of both single nucleotide and copy

number variants. Inter-laboratory, intra- and inter-run replicates confirmed the robustness of

our approach.

Conclusion

The objective of CZECANCA is a nationwide consolidation of cancer-predisposition genetic

testing across various clinical indications with savings in costs, human labor and turnaround

time. Moreover, the unified diagnostics will enable the integration and analysis of genotypes

with associated phenotypes in a national database improving the clinical interpretation of

variants.

Introduction

Hereditary cancer syndromes are heterogeneous diseases characterized by the development of

various cancer types in carriers of rare germline mutations in cancer susceptibility genes.

These genes dominantly code for tumor suppressor proteins negatively regulating mitotic sig-

nals and cell cycle progression, activating apoptotic pathways, or executing DNA repair pro-

cesses [1].

In general, it is considered that around 5% of all cancer diagnoses arise in hereditary cancer

form. However, the percentage of hereditary cancers varies by cancer type, ranging from less

than 3% in lung cancer to over 30% in pheochromocytoma [2, 3]. Important features distin-

guishing hereditary and sporadic cancers include an increased lifetime cancer risk with early

disease onset, an increased risk of cancer multiplicity, the accumulation of cancer diagnoses in

affected families, and a 50% risk of disease trait transmission to the offspring [1]. Considering

these attributes and their consequences in terms of decreased life expectancy, decreased quality

of life and increased medical expenses, patients carrying mutations in cancer susceptibility

genes and their relatives represent a medically important subgroup with specific needs for

increased cancer surveillance, a tailored follow-up and therapy, and rational prevention. How-

ever, the primary need is an unequivocal identification of the causative germline variant.

Although cancer inheritance has been suggested for over 150 years, the first gene conferring

an increased cancer risk (Rb) was discovered only 30 years ago [4]. Hundreds of predisposing

or candidate genes have been characterized since then, including the clinically most important

“major” cancer susceptibility genes with high penetrance representing a subset of genes whose

germline variants confer a high cancer risk (with relative risk (RR) > 5.0) in a substantial pro-

portion of hereditary cancer patients. Pathogenic germline variants in “major” genes occur

most commonly in patients with breast, ovarian, and colorectal cancers with variable propor-

tions across populations worldwide. The group of cancer susceptibility genes with moderate

penetrance is more extensive and growing steadily [5]. However, the clinical utility for many

moderate penetrance genes is currently limited by the insufficient evidence about the degree

of cancer risks associated with their germline variants.

The rapid improvement and availability of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies

enable efficient simultaneous analyses of many cancer susceptibility genes in oncology patients

or asymptomatic individuals at risk in routine diagnostics. NGS offers multiple approaches for

the investigation of cancer predisposition, including the sequencing of whole genomes, exomes

or transcriptomes. At present, however, the most widely used method of detecting clinically

informative genetic alterations in the clinical setting is targeted panel NGS, analyzing selected
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subsets of genes of interest [6]. Nevertheless, the numbers of genes included in panels differ sub-

stantially among laboratories and depend on healthcare systems. While some cancer-specific or

multi-cancer panels include only the “major” predisposition genes for which substantial litera-

ture exists with regard to their diagnostic relevance, others include larger gene sets consisting of

all clinically relevant genes and additional genes for which the evidence of cancer predisposition

is still unclear.

NGS-based cancer testing has been rapidly adopted by routine clinical laboratories [7].

Their primary choice resides in the decision whether to use a commercially available NGS

panel, or to design custom-made systems. The decision is influenced by clinical demand deter-

mining the set of targeted genes, by the spectrum of cancer diagnoses that will be analyzed, by

the expected number of analyzed samples, and by costs of the analyses.

Our aim was to develop a universal diagnostic approach suitable for contributing genetic

laboratories and allowing sample batching across multiple cancer indications. We focused on

i) designing a custom-made multi-cancer panel with the desired sequencing quality and uni-

formity permitting a reliable variant identification, ii) the development of a robust analytical

procedure limiting inter-run and inter-laboratory differences, and iii) the optimization of the

bioinformatics pipeline enabling unified variant calling and annotation. The data collected

from analyses of high-risk individuals performed in contributing laboratories will be used to

create a nationwide genotype–phenotype database improving clinical variant interpretation in

high-risk individuals.

Methods

Validation samples

Patient DNA samples. Validation of CZECANCA pipeline included analyses of 389 sam-

ples previously tested for the presence of germline variants available from DNA repository of

the Institute of Biochemistry and Experimental Oncology. First Faculty of Medicine, Charles

University. Of these, 137 samples carried pathogenic SNVs or short indels (in BRCA1/2,
PALB2, CHEK2,ATM, NBN,DPYD, PPM1D, RAD51C,RAD51D, or TP53), 217 had been

tested negatively using previous gene-by-gene analyses based on Sanger sequencing or a pro-

tein truncation test (PTT) [8–16], and 35 samples carried intragenic rearrangements in

BRCA1,CHEK2, PALB2, or TP53, identified by the MLPA (multiplex ligation-dependent

probe amplification) analysis [10, 17, 18]. All blood-isolated DNA samples were obtained from

individuals that gave their written informed consent with mutation analyses of cancer suscep-

tibility genes and who agreed to use their genetic material for research purposes. The study

was approved by Ethics Committee of the First Medical Faculty, Charles University and Gen-

eral University Hospital in Prague. All used samples were anonymized prior analysis.

Human genome reference standards. Five commercially available DNA reference stan-

dards (NA12878, NA24149, NA24385, NA24631 and NA24143) were obtained from Coriell

Institute for Medical Research. Well described genotypes, including high confident calls for

variant and wild-type alleles, is the major advantage of these reference standards. The geno-

types and variants in reference samples identified by CZECANCA analysis and obtained from

reference variant-call format (VCF) files (available from the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) web-

site; http://jimb.stanford.edu/giab/), respectively, were compared to compute CZECANCA

sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, as described by Hardwick et al. [19].

Panel design

The multi-cancer panel CZECANCA was designed using the online NimbleDesign software

utility (NimbleGen, Roche; http://sequencing.roche.com/products/software/nimbledesign-
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software.html). For enrichment, we selected genes with a known predisposition for hereditary

breast, ovarian, colorectal, pancreatic, gastric, endometrial, kidney, prostate and skin cancers,

together with known DNA repair genes associated (or potentially associated) with cancer sus-

ceptibility (a list of 219 selected genes is provided in S1 Table), considering the results of our

previous NGS analysis with a broad panel of 581 genes [20]. The primary gene target for probe

coverage was represented by all exons (in case of known cancer susceptibility genes) or all cod-

ing exons (in other genes), including 10 bases from adjacent intronic regions. The design con-

sidered all transcription variants of selected genes available at UCSC website (https://genome.

ucsc.edu/; accessed 2015-05-21). The promoter regions of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes were

included into the primary target. The probes were designed using continuous design under

strict conditions–minimal and maximal close matches (number of times in which a probe

sequence matches the genome with either� 5 insertions or deletions, or gap of� 5 bp) were

one and three, respectively, allowing us to hybridize the probes up to three targets across the

genome. Because of the strict design conditions, some clinically relevant regions were left

untargeted for technical reasons such as repeats and homologous regions (see S1 Table). The

final panel target size reached 628,069 bases.

Library preparation

Five hundred ng of genomic DNA isolated from peripheral blood and dissolved in TE buffer

was used for preferred ultrasound shearing using Covaris E220 (Covaris Inc). As an alternative

DNA fragmentation method, we tested enzymatic digestion using Fragmentase (KAPA Biosys-

tems, Roche) with incubation for 25 min at 37˚C according to the manufacturer’s instruction.

The mean average size of DNA fragments targeted 200 bp. Sizing and quality was controlled

using the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA kit on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer System (Agilent).

Libraries were prepared using the KAPA HTP Library Preparation kit (for ultrasound-

sheared DNA samples) or KAPA HyperPlus Kit (for Fragmentase-digested DNA samples)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions (KAPA Biosystems, Roche) with minor modifica-

tions including the use of universal in-house prepared adapters, double-indexing primers for

ligation-mediated polymerase chain reaction (LM-PCR), and primers for post-capture PCR, as

described further. The adapters [Adapter#1: 5’-
ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC�T-3’ (“�” denotes for phosphothiolate bond)

and Adapter#2: 5’-pGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC-3’ (“p” denotes for

5’ phosphate)] were hybridized in Tris:NaCl buffer mix (50 mM Tris:HCl pH 7.5; 50 mM

NaCl) in 97˚C for 2 min, followed by 72 cycles involving incubation at 97˚C for 1 min (-1˚C

per cycle) and 25˚C for 5min. The barcoding of size-selected DNA fragments enabling subse-

quent sample pooling was performed during LM-PCR with indexing primers [Primer#1: 5’-
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACxxxxxxxxACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTT
CCGATC�T-3’ and Primer#2: 5’-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATxxxxxxxxGTGACTG
GAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGAT�C-3’ (“�” denotes for phosphothiolate bond; “xxxxx

xxx” denotes for a sequence of particular indices same as the Illumina Truseq HT index i7 and

i5)]. The number of LM-PCR cycles was reduced to six to limit the presence of PCR duplicates.

Sizing and quality after the double-sided size selection and LM-PCR were controlled using the

Agilent High Sensitivity DNA kit on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer System.

To reach the targeted mean coverage (100X), 30 individual barcoded samples (33 ng each)

were pooled for the enrichment (usually two overnight hybridizations; tested for 16–72 hours

without a significant effect on enrichment efficacy) using the CZECANCA (NimbleGen Seq-

Cap EZ Choice, Roche) to create a sequencing library. After the enrichment, the library was

amplified using Primer 1: 5’-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC-3’and Primer 2:
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5’-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-3’. The number of post-capture PCR cycles was

reduced to 11 to reach the optimal library concentration (2 ng/μl) and to minimalize the num-

ber of PCR duplicates.

After the enrichment control using qPCR (NimbleGen SeqCap EZ Library SR User’s

Guide), the final 18 pM libraries were sequenced on the MiSeq system using MiSeq Reagent

Kit v3, 150 cycles (Illumina).

Bioinformatics

Single nucleotide variants (SNVs). The NGS data obtained from sequencing with the

CZECANCA were processed using an analysis pipeline based on standard tools. FASTQ files

were generated by MiSeq. The quality of raw data was controlled using FastQC v0.11.2

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). FASTQ files were subsequently

mapped using Novoalign v2.08.03 to hg19 (http://www.novocraft.com/products/novoalign/) to

generate sequence alignment map (SAM) files. SAM files were transformed to binary form

(BAM files) using Picard tools v1.129 (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Raw BAM files

were further processed to eliminate PCR duplicates of mapped reads. The quality of mapped

bases was checked and recalibrated according to default settings using Genome Analysis Toolkit

(GATK) v3.3 (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/). The finalized BAM file was converted

using a GATK pipeline to a variant-call format (VCF) containing alternative variants only.

ANNOVAR was used to annotate VCF files generated using GATK [21, 22] and to check the

presence of each variant in external databases (ExAC, 1000Genome or ClinVar) [23–25]. Predic-

tive values from selected prediction algorithms (for example SIFT [26], Mutation Analyzer [27],

MutationTaster [28], LRT [29], PolyPhen-2 [30], phyloP [31], GERP [32], CADD [33] or spidex

(https://www.deepgenomics.com/spidex) were added to the annotated alternative variants.

For a comparison with CZECANCA sequencing, the data from routine analyses using the

TruSight cancer panel (Illumina), performed in a laboratory of the Masaryk Memorial Cancer

Institute in Brno were analyzed by an identical bioinformatics pipeline [34].

The Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) was used for visualization and manual inspection

of individual BAM files [35].

Medium-size indels. The detection and exact sequence determination of medium-size

insertions and tandem duplications (involving approximately half of the sequence reads,

depending on the sequencing chemistry used) is very challenging. The identification of these

alterations was based on the method of soft-clipped bases using Pindel (http://gmt.genome.

wustl.edu/packages/pindel/) [36]. The finalized BAM files served as an input for the analysis.

In our case (with mean read size of 75 bp; MiSeq Reagent Kit v3, 150 cycles chemistry) inser-

tion or duplication exceeding 35 bp was considered as a medium-size indel.

Copy number variations (CNVs). An analysis CNVs was performed using the CNVkit

(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/CNVkit). The CNVs analysis is coverage-based and therefore

required good coverage uniformity. Raw BAM files served as the input for this analysis.

Coverage visualization. The visualization of sequence coverage of the individual samples,

enabling a fast visual inspection of coverage limit>20X (for a reliable identification of hetero-

zygotes) across the analyzed genes, was performed by an in-house “Boudalyzer” script written

in R language. The coverage is visualized from the finalized BAM files. This tool was used for

the generation of manuscript figures showing coverages of the analyzed genes.

Variant interpretation. We used the scoring scheme outlined in ENIGMA guidelines

(https://enigmaconsortium.org/) for variant interpretation to classify SNVs and indels as

benign (Class 1), likely benign (Class 2), variant of unknown significance (Class 3), likely path-

ogenic (Class 4) and pathogenic (Class 5) [37]. Identified variants of unknown significance
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(VUS) were further prioritized if their minor allele frequency was lower than 1% in ExAC,

1000Genome databases, or in a two sets of population-matched controls containing anon-

ymized genomic data from 530 non-cancer controls analyzed by CZECANCA NGS and from

780 unselected Czech individuals analyzed by an exome sequencing (provided by the National

Center for Medical Genomics; http://ncmg.cz). Potentially deleterious VUSes were selected

based on concordant results obtained from above-mentioned in silico prediction algorithms.

These priorized VUS variants were enrolled into the list of variants for subsequent segregation

analyses or functional in vitro testing performed in selected genes.

The CZECANCA contains 22 genes that are listed in the ACMG recommendation (S1

Table) for the reporting of secondary findings [38].

Results

Target gene coverage

The NGS analysis with CZECANCA targeting the coding sequences of 219 genes (S1 Table) dis-

played high coverage uniformity. Under standard conditions for routine analyses, we targeted

sequencing coverage 100X. In these settings, more than 85% of the targeted regions were covered

100X, 98% of the targeted regions were covered at least 50X and less than 0.2% of targeted regions

had coverage below 20X (Fig 1A). The entire coding sequence was fully covered at least 100X in

144/219 targeted genes (65.8%), at least 50X in 190/219 genes (86.8%), and at least 20X in 207/219

targeted genes (94.5%; Fig 2). Coverage did not exceed 300X in any of the captured targets.

Coverage was uniform among samples independently analyzed in the participating labora-

tories using the described protocol (Fig 3), and also among samples sequenced using sepa-

rately-synthesized CZECANCA lots (data not shown). The equal coverage uniformity was

independent of coverage depth (Fig 1B). The coverage uniformity was partially influenced by

the DNA fragmentation approach with better results obtained by ultrasound fragmentation in

comparison with enzymatic DNA cleavage. The improved results (more random DNA shear-

ing) obtained with the ultrasound fragmentation protocol were indicated by an analysis of ter-

minal (di)nucleotides in reads from samples prepared by both DNA fragmentation methods,

regardless of the laboratory site (Figs 1C and 3). The CZECANCA coverage uniformity sub-

stantially surpassed that of the Illumina TruSight Cancer Panel (Fig 3F).

Low-covered regions (uncovered or with coverage�20X) were constantly observed in 12/

219 genes (5.5%; Fig 2, S1 Table). In nine genes, the low–covered regions were mostly limited

to a single exon (typically the first exon) representing usually a small fraction of the coding

sequence. In three incompletely covered genes (CHEK2,MDC1,NF1), single or several exons

were omitted from the CZECANCA design (see Panel design in Methods). The remaining

low-covered regions were GC-rich regions with mean GC content of 76.88% (S2 Table) while

the average GC content of the CZECANCA targets is 47%.

Sequencing quality was partially influenced by the particular MiSeq sequencer. In standard

runs, more than 99% of bases reached a Phred score >20 (i.e. 99% accuracy) and approxi-

mately 97% of bases overcame a Phred score of 30 (i.e. 99.9% accuracy). A decrease in PCRs

cycles during library preparation reduced the number of PCR duplicates, which finally repre-

sented 7–9% of reads. The mean off-target (reads mapped to distance exceeding 250 bp from

the nearest bait) across the performed runs was constantly less than 12% of reads.

Reproducibility, specificity and sensitivity analysis

The reproducibility of variant calls was tested using intra-, inter-run, and inter-laboratory rep-

licates. During the sequencing of intra-run replicates, we also evaluated the impact of coverage

depth on coverage uniformity and reproducibility.
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Three individually bar-coded replicates were pooled for enrichment in amounts corre-

sponding to 33 ng (considered as 100%), 24.75 ng (75%), and 16.5 ng (50%), respectively. The

subsequent bioinformatics of these samples, considering variants with GATK quality >100 in

the targeted regions (exon sequences with 12 bp from adjacent introns), revealed 293 (100%),

292 (99.7%) and 290 (99.0%) variants, respectively (S3 Table). Altogether, 289/293 (98.6%) var-

iants were identified in all replicates, while four variants not detected in DNA-reduced samples

were variant homozygotes located in low-covered regions or had GATK quality <100. The

Fig 1. Coverage parameters from CZECANCA sequencing. (A) The chart expresses the percentages of covered target bases (cov. b.) obtained from 25 analyzed

samples from a standard run targeting sequencing coverage 100X. (B) The coverage (at y-axis) of BRCA1 coding sequence (NM_007294; x-axis; vertical lines represent

exon boundaries) in three independent runs targeting sequencing coverages 20X, 100X, or 500X demonstrates coverage uniformity, not influenced by coverage depth.

(C) The “randomness” of the DNA shearing approach using ultrasound (US) and enzymatic cleavage was compared by an analysis of the distribution of ending

nucleotides and dinucleotides in reads completely mapped to the large exon 11 (chr17:41243452–41246877; 3426bp) in the BRCA1 gene, representing one of the largest

continuous genomic fragments targeted by CZECANCA probes. The chart displays the relativized distribution of terminal nucleotides and dinucleotides in the analyzed

region from 12 samples from each laboratory normalized to the average nucleotide and dinucleotide content of the analyzed region. The distribution of last nucleotides

and dinucleotides in fragments from samples processed by US oscillate closer to a normalized value (1) than in fragments of samples prepared by the enzymatic

cleavage.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g001
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analysis demonstrated that alternative nucleotides could still be reliably detected in samples

with reduced overall coverage, showing the robustness of the analysis in samples with unequal

DNA input (Fig 4A).

A subsequent analysis of inter-run replicates (performed with another DNA sample ana-

lyzed in two independent runs) revealed 356 unique variants with GATK quality >100 in at

least one replicate (S4 Table). Overall, 354 (99.4%) variants were identified in both inter-run

replicates with a strong coverage correlation (Fig 4B).

In addition, the inter-laboratory performance was tested by an NGS analysis of an identical

DNA control sample in four laboratories participating in the panel validation (Fig 4C), which

revealed 332 unique variants with GATK quality >100 in at least one laboratory, from which

we identified 331 (99.7%), 327 (98.5%), 329 (99.1%), and 329 (99.1%) variants in the particular

laboratory, respectively. The discordant findings were caused by variants in low-covered

regions, with low base Phred quality, or GATK quality <100 (S5 Table).

Sensitivity and specificity were assessed in 354 samples previously tested for the presence of

germline variants. All 137 previously identified pathogenic germline mutations in BRCA1/2
and other susceptibility genes were detected by CZECANCA (S6 Table). Moreover, an analysis

Fig 2. Coverage (y-axis) of coding sequences (x-axis) of 219 CZECANCA target genes from a routine, randomly selected run targeting 100X

coverage. Note: Fully covered genes are depicted in green letters, genes with coverage<20X in a single exon are in orange letters, and genes with

uncovered regions exceeding single exon or>10% of coding sequence are in red letters. Green horizontal bars (below individual graphs constructed

using “Boudalyzer” script) indicate coverage� 20X; red horizontal bars indicate regions covered<20X and uncovered regions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g002

Fig 3. Coverage of selected genes from the CZECANCA (A-E) and TruSight Cancer sequencing (F) panels. The pictures show coverage (at y-axis) alongside the

coding sequences of BRCA1 (NM_007294), BRCA2 (NM_000059), PALB2 (NM_024675), and TP53 (NM_000546), the vertical lines represent exon boundaries. Panels

A–D show results obtained from a CZECANCA NGS analysis of various samples performed in four participating laboratories using the ultrasound (A, B) or enzymatic

(C, D) DNA fragmentation protocol. Examples of the identified CNV aberrations in the depicted genes (deletions in BRCA1, BRCA2 and TP53 and duplication in

PALB2) are shown in panel E. For comparison, panel F demonstrates the uneven coverage of the depicted genes by sequencing using the TruSight Cancer panel

(Illumina).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g003
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revealed nine additional BRCA1 or BRCA2mutations. Of these, seven mutations were identi-

fied in samples previously tested by cDNA sequencing (they had not been detected previously,

probably because of nonsense-mediated decay). The pathogenic missense mutation c.3G>A

in BRCA2was found in a sample negatively analyzed using PTT and the pathogenic BRCA2
mutation c.5645C>A was found in the carrier of c.5266dupC in BRCA1 in whom the identifi-

cation of a pathogenic BRCA1 variant discontinued subsequent BRCA2 testing.

Further, we validated the sensitivity of CNVs detection on 35 samples tested positively

using the MLPA analysis (S7 Table). All CNVs including 18 samples with large BRCA1 dele-

tions or duplications, 12 CNVs in CHEK2, four in PALB2 and one in TP53were detected using

CNVkit software in routine settings targeting 100X coverage (Fig 5A; S8 Table). This analysis

also enabled to setup CNVkit thresholds indicating the presence of a deletion or a duplication.

To estimate the number of false positive and true positive CNV calls obtained from CNVkit,

we further analyzed aggregated results from four consecutive runs performed in two

Fig 4. Analysis of intra-run (A), inter-run (B), and inter-laboratory (C) replicates. The panels show sequencing coverages (y-axis) of the identified variants arranged

according to chromosomal localizations (x-axis). We used moving average curves (average of 3 values) to compare trends in coverages. Panel (A) describes the results of

an analysis of three independently processed intra-run replicates from an identical DNA sample pooled in 33 ng (considered as 100%), 24.75 ng (75%), and 16.5 ng

(50%), respectively. Panel (B) demonstrates variant coverages identified in two independent inter-run (run 8 and 14) replicates. All coverage values of sample #3647 in

run 14 were corrected by a factor of 1.3880 to normalize coverages between samples (see S4 Table). Panel (C) shows coverages of variants identified in an inter-

laboratory control sequenced in four laboratories (Lab) participating in panel validation (see S5 Table). The coverages of variants identified in Lab 2, 3, and 4 were

normalized to the average coverage of Lab 1 for better comparisons of coverages.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g004
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participating laboratories preparing sequencing libraries by ultrasound shearing and enzy-

matic digestion, respectively (Fig 5B and 5C). The CNV analysis in BRCA1 gene revealed that

two out of 116 (1.7%) ultrasound-sheared samples (from laboratory 1) and five out of other

125 (4%) enzymatically-digested samples (from laboratory 3) were scored as the samples with

suspected deletion or duplication. The BRCA1MLPA analysis performed in all samples

revealed that one suspected sample from each laboratory was true positive (exon 5–14 del in

laboratory 1 and exon 8 del in laboratory 3), remaining suspected samples (one from labora-

tory 1 and four from laboratory 3) were false positive, and 114/116 in laboratory 1 and 120/125

in laboratory 3 were true negative BRCA1 samples.

Fig 5. The panel A show results of CNV analysis revealing large deletions or duplications in four genes in a testing set of 35 samples with previously identified

CNVs. The charts show median-normalized values of CNV scores for particular gene bins (default settings in CNVkit software; S8 Table). Values<-0.6 and>0.45

(red dotted lines) were assumed as thresholds indicating a deletion or a duplication, respectively. All shown CNVs were confirmed by MLPA previously (S7 Table).

The panels B and C demonstrate frequency of true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) CNV signals from analyses performed in two participating laboratories

(laboratory 1 in B and laboratory 3 in C). While 116 samples analyzed in four consecutive runs in B were prepared using the ultrasound (US) fragmentation, 125 other

samples in four consecutive runs in C were prepared using the enzymatic (ENZ) fragmentation method. Samples in vivid colors highlight suspected samples that were

further analyzed by MLPA analysis and samples in BRCA1Δ5–14 (B) and Δ8 (C) denote for true positives. The presence of putative CNVs in PALB2, CHEK2, and

TP53were excluded by analysis that revealed heterozygotes in regions with suspected deletions or by an MLPA analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g005
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While the minimum coverage for a reliable detection of SNVs was estimated at 20X, the

minimum coverage required for a reliable detection of CNVs is higher [39]. However, we have

noticed that coverage uniformity is at least of the same importance. While the type of the DNA

fragmentation protocol (ultrasound vs. enzymatic digestion) did not influence the sensitivity

of SNVs detection (Fig 4C), enzymatic digestion caused difficulties in reliable CNVs detection

(with an increased number of CNVkit false positives) when comparing samples with the same

coverage. We suppose that the main problem of a CNVs coverage-based analysis of enzymati-

cally fragmented samples is worse coverage uniformity caused by non-random DNA cleavage,

as discussed above (Fig 1C). To evaluate the sensitivity of CNVs detection in other targeted

genes and to better address the influence of DNA fragmentation protocol on the CNV analysis,

we compared results of CNVkit analysis in remaining 20 ACMG genes (except BRCA1 and

TP53 discussed above) covered by CZECANCA target (Fig 6).

The analysis revealed relative low rate of suspected CNVs (0–4 and 0–23 carriers per gene

in samples prepared by ultrasound DNA fragmentation and enzymatic DNA digestion, respec-

tively) and demonstrated that preparation of sequencing libraries using ultrasound digestion

substantially decreased the need for subsequent MLPA analyses. With the exception of BRCA2
in which MLPA analysis was performed in all suspected samples, application of MLPA analysis

in remaining genes were directed by the phenotype characteristics of analyzed probands. The

only CNV identified in remaining ACMG genes was exon 17 deletion in the tuberin (TSC2)
gene in a patient with typical skin affections. The CNV analysis of the entire set of CZE-

CANCA target genes is provided in S11 Table. The data indicate that deviations of median-

normalized CNVkit values in a run of consecutive bin sets could indicate highly probable pres-

ence of a large intragenic deletion or duplication (S1 Fig). The extreme case of such situation

provides the analysis of genes localized on X chromosome in male and female probands (S2

Fig) that also demonstrates the dynamic range of analysis in detection of real deletion.

For the detection of medium-size insertions and tandem duplications, we added the Pindel

tool to the bioinformatics pipeline in order to identify the 64 bp tandem duplication in BRCA1
(c.5468-11_5520dup64; NM_007294; Chr17: 41197765–41197830 on Assembly GRCh37) not

detected by GATK. The sensitivity of a Pindel analysis was recently confirmed by another

GATK-omitted variant, the 38 bp duplication in CHEK2 (c.845_846+36dup38; NM_007194;

Chr22: 29105958–29105995 on Assembly GRCh37), confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

Five DNA reference standards (NA12878, NA24149, NA24385, NA24631 and NA24143)

with well-described genotypes were analyzed by CZECANCA pipeline to benchmark the over-

all workflow performance [19]. Comparison between genotypes identified in CZECANCA

analysis and available as reference VCFs showed a high concordance in identification of

homozygotes and heterozygotes and also high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of CZE-

CANCA NGS analysis (Fig 7; S9 Table). Totally, 1,722 true positive variants (332–355 per sam-

ple), 252 false positive variants (42–57 per sample), and 13 false negative variants (0–5 per

sample) were scored in all analyzed DNA reference standards considering 628,069 bases of

CZECANCA target region. All were localized in 84 short genomic regions that comprised in

majority homopolymeric or repetitive non-coding sequences creating recurrent sequencing

errors in currently used sequencing platforms, as indicated by 7/13 not identified (false nega-

tive) variants flanking to position of false positive variants. The subsequent manual IGV

inspection revealed that the remaining six false negative variants (all indels) were present with

allelic fraction below 15% (filtered out through the bioinformatics pipeline).

Finally, an external quality assessment of CZECANCA was performed using the pilot NGS

germline mutations scheme provided by the European Molecular Genetics Quality Network

(EMQN; www.emqn.org). This external quality assessment showed a 100% sensitivity of vari-

ant detection (S10 Table).
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Discussion

Multi-gene panel NGS has changed the genetic landscape for hereditary cancer syndromes. At

present, clinical testing prioritizes the use of smaller cancer-specific panels, usually up to 30

cancer susceptibility genes. A large number of panels is available particularly for breast/ovarian

and colorectal cancers, which represent frequent diagnoses with a high contribution of genetic

components influencing the disease onset, progression and treatment outcomes [40]. Analyses

Fig 6. CNV detection is influenced by a DNA preparation method. Panels show analyses of remaining ACMG genes

(not shown in Fig 5B and 5C) from four runs performed in laboratory 1 (116 DNA samples fragmented by ultrasound)

and laboratory 3 (125 DNA samples fragmented enzymatically). The numbers in parentheses express number of samples

with possible CNVs from all analyzed samples in contributing laboratories. �indicate samples analyzed by MLPA

negatively (FP–black) or positively (TP–red). Bin set covering exon 1 in RETwas excluded from the analysis due to the

large coverage variability.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g006
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based on smaller panels mainly simplify the clinical interpretation of the identified genotypes

with a reduction of incidental findings. While their use is beneficial in clearly indicated

patients with typical phenotype characteristics for a given cancer syndrome, the selection of a

proper cancer-specific gene panel is not trivial in individuals with less characteristic features

(e.g. patients from multi-cancer families). Moreover, our current knowledge of many cancer

syndromes is based on the analyses of mostly prototypical cases, the testing criteria are chang-

ing dynamically, and the list of cancer predisposition genes with clinical utility is far less com-

plete. Recently, Pearlman et al. analyzed 450 early-onset colorectal cancer patients and showed

that a third (24/72) of mutation-positive patients did not meet the established genetic testing

criteria for the gene(s) in which they had a mutation [41]. An analysis of mismatch repair

(MMR) genes (traditionally linked to hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer) in a set of

34,981 cancer patients in a study by Espenschied et al. revealed that out of 528 patients with

MMR mutations, 63 (11.9%) had breast cancer only and thusMSH6 and PMS2mutation carri-

ers may manifest with a hereditary breast and ovarian cancer phenotype [42]. In an analysis of

BRCA1 and BRCA2 in 1,371 unselected breast cancer cohorts, Grindedal et al. showed that

common guidelines identified only 45–90% of mutation carriers [43]. The ultimate solution to

identify cancer risks would be an analysis of the whole exome (or even better genome) in all

cancer patients; however, the implementation of such a strategy is not realistic at present [44].

We suppose that the use of larger multi-cancer panels (containing hundreds of genes) for an

analysis of genetic risk in cancer patients is beneficial for several reasons. i) Such an analysis

reveals a complex variation landscape of target genes in different cancers [7]. ii) It reveals carri-

ers of concurrent pathogenic mutations and iii) it enables the testing of affected individuals

from multi-cancer families with reasonable costs and turnaround time. Finally, iv) combining

all genes of interest in a single panel simplifies and unifies laboratory procedures in a single

workflow even if testing for different syndromes.

Fig 7. Comparison of variant detection (shown as values of variant allelic fraction; AF) in DNA reference standards (NA12878, NA24149, NA24385, NA24631 and

NA24143) obtained from CZECANCA analysis (x-axis) and AF from VCF files for these standards downloaded from http://jimb.stanford.edu/giab/ (y-axis). The graph

shows all variants with GATK quality>100 reached in CZECANCA analysis (including FP variants) and undetected (FN) variants. Heterozygote variants clustered in

the center, while homozygote variants in right upper corner. Variant distribution was partially influenced by the differences in mean sequencing coverage targeting

100X and 300X in CZECANCA and DNA reference standards VCFs, respectively. The number of TP, TN, FP, FN, and total number of variant (= CZECANCA target)

was used to calculate of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of CZECANCA analysis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g007
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We have developed the custom-designed CZECANCA multi-cancer panel targeting the

coding sequence of 219 cancer susceptibility or candidate genes, enabling the identification of

a genetic predisposition in the most frequent hereditary cancer syndromes. Besides the estab-

lished cancer susceptibility genes, we have decided to include also a subset of genes with low,

clinically still unconfirmed utility, although their variants cannot be reported until their clini-

cal evidence is known. These genes code for known interactors of established cancer suscepti-

bility gene products, whose mutations may result in a similar phenotypic outcome. However,

we suppose that knowledge obtained through the association of the identified genotypes with

the phenotypic characteristics of the analyzed patients may substantially accelerate the process

of clinical utility evaluation. Moreover, a subsidiary genetic report could be easily generated

from the stored data in case of the approval of new cancer susceptibility genes included in

CZECANCA. From the technical point of view, a larger genomic target has a favorable impact

on panel complexity, improving its coverage uniformity [45].

The validation of the CZECANCA analytic workflow together with the bioinformatics pipe-

line is necessary for its implementation into routine diagnostics [46]. The presented analytical

workflow was optimized for sequencing using MiSeq Illumina, representing the most fre-

quently used NGS platform currently available in diagnostic laboratories. Genetic testing using

gene panels is a cost-effective strategy [47]. The material costs for library preparation and

sequencing (chemicals, kits, and disposables) using CZECANCA do not exceed €150 per

patient in the standard settings (targeting sequencing coverage 100X). The CZECANCA work-

flow was intended mainly for medium throughput laboratories. As a universal panel, CZE-

CANCA significantly reduces the turnaround time. The sequencing data for 30 analyzed DNA

samples in one sequencing MiSeq run might be available in four days (three days for DNA

fragmentation and library preparation, depending on hybridization time, and one day for

MiSeq sequencing). We are aware that the low-covered or uncovered regions (affecting 12/219

CZECANCA-targeted genes) may require additional effort and time, when requested for

genetic assessment.

The validation showed CZECANCA’s high sensitivity, specificity, analytical robustness,

and accuracy. We have demonstrated that SNVs and small/medium-size indels could be

detected with high confidence. Moreover, we have shown that the uniform coverage (targeting

to mean 100X coverage) of a target sequence enabled a robust identification of CNVs without

the need of routine MLPA, serving as the method for independent CNVs confirmation or

exclusion of false positivities. However, despite that the number of false positive calls was low

and we detect no false negative sample in ACMG genes, we are aware that with caution needs

to be interpreted positive CNV calls in genes for which MLPA assay (or other method) are not

routinely available for confirmatory purposes. When required, presence of false positive signals

can be reduced by the use of ultrasound fragmentation providing unbiased DNA shearing

over enzymatic lysis and/or increased sequencing coverage.

Another advantage of NGS (over Sanger sequencing) is its ability to identify cis or trans
positions of compound, closely localized heterozygous SNVs. For example, the position of

double substitution in the PALB2 gene creating a stop codon (c.661_662delinsTA; p.Val221�;

NM_024675), which required further analyses (e.g. PTT) before the NGS era [10], can be iden-

tified directly from sequencing reads (Fig 8). The identification of additional pathogenic muta-

tions during the validation procedure in negatively pre-tested samples indicated that a re-

analysis is warranted for at least high-risk patients negatively tested by historical analyses

based on indirect prescreening methods (e.g. PTT) or cDNA sequencing [48].

CZECANCA (CZEch CAncer paNel for Clinical Application) is intended to unify cancer

predisposition testing in the Czech Republic, helping diagnostics laboratories transform the

gene-by-gene strategy to NGS, even if is not a population-specific panel per se. NGS-based
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technologies bring new challenges including technological aspects, bioinformatics processing,

the management of large datasets, and clinical interpretation of results [46]. The use of a uni-

form analytical and bioinformatics approach improves the identification of technical and plat-

form-specific sequencing errors, as we demonstrated in inter-run and intra-run comparisons.

Moreover, validation of the panel using reference standard DNA samples with known geno-

types enabled identification of genomic loci (dominantly homopolymeric regions) providing

these recurrent sequencing errors, which could be subsequently easily eliminated by bioinfor-

matics. The use of CZECANCA will help generate a global view of constitutional variants from

the perspective of known cancer predisposition and candidate genes in the population. Simul-

taneously with the sequencing of cancer patients, we aim to sequence non-cancer controls in

order to identify and establish the frequency of population-specific neutral variants. The intro-

duction of patients’ and control genotypes with associated phenotypes into a nationwide data-

base currently being created will simplify the interpretation of variants, which remains the

main challenge at present. In general, NGS-based analyses result in an increased number of

incidental findings or variants of unknown significance. The patient must be informed about

this possibility before the testing and must have the opt in / opt out possibility clearly formu-

lated in the informed consent. Consensus on what incidental information should be disclosed

has yet to be reached. Currently, there is general agreement on reporting mutations in known

high-penetrant genes in patients with a typical personal and family cancer history [38]. How-

ever, there is no agreement on pathogenic mutations in genes with lower penetrance or on

mutations related to autosomal-recessive syndromes. These questions are currently being tack-

led in cooperating centers on a rather individual basis, depending on the formulation of the

informed consents obtained, and on the clinical experience of the indicating geneticists [49].

In conclusion, CZECANCA allows comprehensive testing for a majority of frequent hereditary

cancer syndromes while mitigating potential difficulties of incidental findings in non-cancer

genes as seen in exome or genome sequencing. The reliability of the procedure enables an unbi-

ased identification of variants present in patients, which together with a correct interpretation of

variants is key for the effective management of hereditary cancer patients and their relatives.

Fig 8. Identification of c.661_662delinsTA double substitution (p.Val221�) in PALB2 (NM_024675). The BAM file

displayed in IGV shows the cis-position of both substitutions in approximately 50% of forward (pink bars) and reverse

(blue bars) reads, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195761.g008
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Supporting information

S1 Table. List of 219 CZECANCA targeted genes with basic characteristics of their protein

products. The primary gene target for the probe coverage was represented by coding

sequences (cds) representing all exons (in case of known cancer susceptibility genes) or all cod-

ing exons (in other genes), including 10 bases from adjacent intronic regions. The promoter

regions of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes were included into the primary target. Because of the

strict design conditions, some clinically important regions were left untargeted (highlighted)

for technical reasons such as repeats and homologous regions. (The characteristics of protein

products were obtained from string.embl.de and/or genecards.org).

(XLSX)

S2 Table. Regions of interest with low coverage�20X. The average coverage is the mean

from 10 randomly selected samples.

(XLSX)

S3 Table. Comparison of identified variants in the targeted exonic regions and 12 bp from

adjacent introns with GATK quality >100 in three intra-run replicates of sample #2268.

The DNA sample pooled for the enrichment in amounts corresponding to 33 ng (e.g. 1/30;

considered as 100%), 75% and 50% of this amount, respectively. (Cov = coverage; Q = quality;

discordant variants are highlighted).

(XLSX)

S4 Table. Comparison of identified variants in the targeted exonic regions and 12 bp from

adjacent introns with GATK quality >100 in two independent run replicates of sample

#3647. All values of coverages (Cov) of sample #3647 in run 14 were corrected by a factor of

1.3880 to normalize coverages between samples for presentation in Fig 4B. (Q = quality; dis-

cordant variants are highlighted).

(XLSX)

S5 Table. Comparison of identified variants in the targeted exonic regions and 12 bp from

adjacent introns with GATK quality >100 in sample #3582 analyzed independently in four

participating laboratories(Lab). All values of coverages (Cov) in Lab2, Lab3, and Lab4 were

corrected to the coverage of Lab1 by a factor shown in line 336 to normalize coverages between

samples for Fig 4C. (discordant variants are highlighted).

(XLSX)

S6 Table. List of variants used for the validation of SNVs detection.

(XLSX)

S7 Table. List of CNVs used for the validation of a large genomic rearrangements analysis.

(XLSX)

S8 Table. CNV scores (from CNVkit software) of bins in BRCA1, PALB2, CHEK2, and

TP53. The numbers of samples with previously characterized CNVs are highlighted in red.

The table show raw values obtained from CNVkit as well as median-normalized values. The

normalized values>0.5 (highlighted in green) were indicative for the presence of a duplica-

tion, while values <-0.6 (highlighted in yellow) were indicative for a deletion. Data from this

table were used for creation of Fig 5.

(XLSX)

S9 Table. Variants identified in five Coriell Institute reference samples sequenced using

CZECANCA pipeline and their comparison with VCF files obtained from GIAB website.
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The considered targeted region encompasses 628,069 bases of CZECANCA target region.

False negative variants are highlighted.

(XLSX)

S10 Table. Variant consensus analysis report from EMQN (NGS pilot 2016) for CZEN-

CANCA sequencing of a reference sample.

(XLSX)

S11 Table. Results of CNV analysis performed in two validation sets consisting of four

runs from Laboratory 1 (116 samples prepared using the ultrasound DNA fragmentation

on Covaris) and four runs from Laboratory 3 (125 other samples prepared using the enzy-

matic DNA cleavage by Fragmentase). To estimate number of false positive (FP) and false

negative (FN) samples, data for CNV analysis of Coriell Institute reference samples (Coriell; 10

samples analyzed in Laboratory 1 and prepared using the ultrasound DNA fragmentation on

Covaris) were added. The values in cells represent differences of CNV scores for a given cell

(i.e. sample in the coordinate) from the median value of signals from particular sample group

(i.e. Coriell—columns Q-Z, Laboratory 1—columns AB-EM, Laboratory 3—columns EO-JI)

in a given CNVkit_bin_set_coordinate (column A). Values in cells showing individual ana-

lyzed samples from particular sample group exceeding the given CNVkit threshold value for

deletion (<-0,6) and duplication (>0,45) are highlighted as red and green cells, respectively.

The columns C-O provide several aggregated metrics, that include number of individual sam-

ples in which deletion (columns G-I), duplication (J-L), or deletion+duplication (M-O) was

found in a given coordinate in particular sample group. Columns C-E enable identification of

non-informative bin sets with suspected false positive (FP) signals (indicated by the value = 1)

that include regions on X chromosome called in male samples as deletions (highlighted in blue

in column B), regions with insufficient coverage or containing pseudogenes (highlighted in

orange and yellow, respectively; in column B), or bin sets containing the improbable number

of deletions+duplications exceeding the 4% of analyzed samples in a particular sample group.

(XLSX)

S1 Fig. Run of consecutive bin set coordinates with values indicating a deletion (< -0.6;

red) or a duplication (> 0.45; green) increases the probability of a real rearrangement. The

BRCA1 and BRIP1 deletions were confirmed by MLPA analyses, which are currently no avail-

able for confirmation of secondary findings inMSR1 or ZNF350. (The graphs expressed nor-

malized CNVkit values shown in S11 Table).

(TIF)

S2 Fig. CNV analysis of genes BRCC3, FANCB, GPC3, and UBE2A localized on X chromo-

some enabled to demonstrate differences in normalized CNVkit values in samples carrying

a real ‘deletion’ in samples prepared by ultrasound DNA fragmentation or enzymatic

DNA lysis. The XX and X indicates areas of samples obtained from female and male probands,

respectively. (The graphs expressed normalized CNVkit values shown in S11 Table). Upper panel

shows normalized CNVkit values in 116 samples analyzed in four runs in laboratory 1. Lower

panel shows normalized CNVkit values in 125 other samples analyzed in four runs in laboratory 3.

(TIF)
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Abstract: Breast cancer (BC) prognosis in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers has been reported
contradictorily, and the significance of variables influencing prognosis in sporadic BC is not
established in BC patients with hereditary BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations. In this retrospective cohort
study, we analyzed the effect of clinicopathological characteristics on BC prognosis (disease-free
survival [DFS] and disease-specific survival [DSS]) in hereditary BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers.
We enrolled 234 BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and 899 non-carriers, of whom 191 carriers and
680 non-carriers, with complete data, were available for survival analyses. We found that patients
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with ER-positive tumors developed disease recurrence 2.3-times more likely when they carried a
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation (23/60; 38.3% ER-positive carriers vs. 74/445; 16.6% ER-positive non-carriers;
p < 0.001). ER-positive mutation carriers also had a 3.4-times higher risk of death due to BC compared
with ER-positive non-carriers (13/60; 21.7% vs. 28/445; 6.3%; p < 0.001). Moreover, prognosis in
ER-negative BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers was comparable with that in ER-positive non-carriers.
Our study demonstrates that ER-positivity worsens BC prognosis in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers,
while prognosis for carriers with ER-negative tumors (including early-onset) is significantly better
and comparable with that in ER-positive, older BC non-carriers. These observations indicate that
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-positive BC represent high-risk patients.

Keywords: breast cancer; BRCA1; BRCA2; germline mutations; estrogen receptor; survival

1. Introduction

Approximately 5–10% of all breast cancers (BC) have a hereditary background [1,2]. Mutations in
BRCA1 or BRCA2 (BRCA1/BRCA2) account for most hereditary BC cases [3]. The proportion of BRCA1
vs. BRCA2 mutations is population-specific, with BRCA1 mutations being dominant among Czech
patients [4]. Women carrying BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations have a 70–80% risk of BC development by age
80 [5,6]. Besides a high lifetime BC risk, mutation carriers are threatened by early BC onset and an
increased risk of other cancers, including ovarian cancer (OC) [7].

Breast tumors are classified into distinct molecular subtypes with different prognoses and require
specific therapeutic approaches [8,9]. Most BRCA1-associated BC cases have typical histopathological
features including high-grade and triple-negative tumors [10–13]. Triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC) accounts for 15–20% of all BC cases and is associated with worse overall survival (OS) [14,15].
Pathological characteristics of BC in BRCA2 mutation carriers are less indicative (higher tumor grade,
frequent ER-positivity, and HER-2 negativity), resembling sporadic tumors [11–13,16].

BC prognosis in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers has been contradictorily reported to be
worse [13,17,18] or the same [19–21] as in patients with sporadic disease. Recent meta-analysis
comparing survival in BC patients with BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations and non-carriers or unselected BC
patients revealed that current evidence does not suggest worsened BC survival in mutation carriers [17].
The only prospective POSH (Prospective Outcomes in Sporadic versus Hereditary breast cancer) study
of 2733 young-onset BC patients found no difference in OS in 338 BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers [19].
Indeed, among 558 TNBC patients, BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers had better OS than non-carriers at
two years (95% vs. 91%; HR 0.59; 95% CI 0.35–0.99), but comparable at subsequent time points.

While germline BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations undoubtedly increase BC risk, it is unclear whether
the overall prognosis and clinicopathological prognostic factors differ between mutation carriers and
non-carriers. This question is of considerable clinical importance because the age at BC onset is over a
decade lower among mutation carriers than in non-carriers [11,12,22].

To determine clinicopathological characteristics influencing BC prognosis (disease-free survival
[DFS] and disease-specific survival [DSS]), we analyzed 1133 Czech BC patients, including 234
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and 899 non-carriers.
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2. Results

2.1. Patient and Tumor Characteristics

Among 1133 enrolled BC patients, 234 (19.5%) were carriers of pathogenic BRCA1 (N = 183) or
BRCA2 (N = 51) mutations (Supplementary Table S1). The remaining 899 BC patients (74.8%) were
non-carriers of mutations in the established cancer-susceptibility genes (incl. BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2,
CHEK2, ATM, TP53, RAD51C, RAD51D, BRIP1, MLH1, MLH3, NBN, NF1). Median follow-up of
1133 patients eligible for subsequent analyses was 9.8 years. A comparison of the clinicopathological
characteristics of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers is summarized in Supplementary
Table S2. BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers were diagnosed with BC at an earlier age, with more
advanced disease, different BC morphology, higher grade, and more frequent TNBC. These differences
were driven mainly by BRCA1 mutation carriers, as BRCA2 mutation carriers differed from non-carriers
only in terms of higher tumor stage and lower HER2-positivity. BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers were
more often treated by chemotherapy; however, surgical treatment and radiotherapy were comparable
in both groups. BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers also developed distant metastases and second BC
more often than non-carriers, but the frequency of loco-regional recurrences was similar. Differences in
age at diagnosis between mutation carriers and non-carriers are displayed in Supplementary Figure S1.

2.2. Prognosis and Long-Term Survival

Complete clinicopathological data for survival analyses have been eligible for 191 mutation
carriers (151 BRCA1 and 40 BRCA2 mutation carriers) and 680 non-carriers (Table 1) with median
follow-up of 8.3 years. BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers had marginally worsened DSS (HR 1.65 95%
CI 1.01–2.70; p = 0.047; Figure 1B) with an absolute difference of 81.7% versus 87.5% (in non-carriers)
after 10 years (p = 0.045), already apparent at 5 years. The non-significant difference in DFS (Figure 1A)
reached absolute values of 71.3% versus 78.0% (p = 0.241) for BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and
non-carriers, respectively. DFS was affected mainly by a higher relapse rate in carriers of mutations in
BRCA2 (but not in BRCA1; Supplementary Figure S2).

Next, we compared the effect of clinicopathological characteristics on survival between
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers by the Mantel–Haenszel test (Table 2).
Older BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers had increased risk of disease recurrence (DFS), including
patients ≥35 years (HR 1.81 95% CI 1.10–2.99), patients ≥45 years (HR 3.98 95% CI 1.62–9.81),
and postmenopausal patients (HR 3.72 95% CI 1.16–11.90), when compared with age-matched
non-carriers. Mutation carriers with ER-positive tumors also had significantly worse DFS (HR
3.14 95% CI 1.69–5.81; p = 0.003) than non-carriers with ER-positive tumors, with similar significant
differences also detected for DSS (HR 5.70 95% CI 2.27–14.4; p < 0.001). The opposite prognostic effect
in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers was not limited to ER status only as we have
observed the same trend with age at diagnosis and menopausal status. Subsequent analyses within
each group confirmed the observed differences in DFS with similar trends for DSS (Supplementary
Table S3). These univariate analyses also confirmed the expected negative impact of increased tumor
stage on survival in both analyzed groups.
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier plots showing disease-free survival (DFS) (A) and disease-specific survival
(DSS) (B) in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers and non-carriers; DFS (C) DSS (D) of BRCA1 mutation carriers,
BRCA2 mutation carriers, and non-carriers classified according to the ER status. * p-values calculated
by χ2 test (number of events at the end of follow-up interval); ** p-values calculated by log-rank test
(considering whole follow-up period).

To more closely evaluate the opposite effects of age, menopausal status and ER status on survival
of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers, we plotted Kaplan–Meier curves to visualize the
dynamics of survival data from Table 2 and Supplementary Table S3. The survival curves showed that
ER-positivity worsened DFS and DSS in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers, while the age at diagnosis
(positively correlating with the risk) and menopausal status only slightly modified the risk (Figure 2).
In contrast, younger age at diagnosis or pre-menopausal status worsened DFS and DSS in non-carriers
and ER status only modified the course of survival curves and earlier recurrence in ER-negative
patients. Importantly, the negative effect of ER-positivity on survival was comparable between BRCA1
and BRCA2 mutation carriers (Figure 1C,D).

Based on these observations, we further analyzed the combined impact of ER-positivity with age
at BC onset (or menopausal status). In non-carriers, 10-year DFS and DSS were significantly worsened
in younger patients’ subgroups (<35; <45; and premenopausal, respectively) with ER-negative patients
relapsing substantially earlier, as expected (Supplementary Figure S3).
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In contrast, 10-year DFS was not significantly influenced by age or menopausal status in
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers, but patients with ER-positive tumors had worsened DFS (with a
similar non-significant trend for DSS), compared with patients with ER-negative BC (Supplementary
Figure S4). Patients with BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations diagnosed with ER-positive tumors at ≥35 years
showed a significantly increased risk of recurrence (HR 2.53 95% CI 1.15–5.57), compared with
ER-negative mutation carriers of the same age. Similarly, increased risk of recurrence was shown for
ER-positive patients ≥45 years (HR 4.03 95% CI 1.36–12.00), compared with ER-negative patients of the
same age.

A direct comparison of the combined effects of ER status with age at disease onset (or menopausal
status) on survival in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers is shown in Supplementary
Figure S5. BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-positive tumors diagnosed at ≥35 years had worse
DFS (HR 4.56 95% CI 2.00–10.37) and DSS (HR 8.24 95% CI 2.37–28.72) than ER-positive non-carriers
of the same age. Similarly, BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-positive tumors diagnosed at
≥45 years or with post-menopausal BC also faced increased risk of recurrence.

The recurrence risk in young (<35 years) ER-negative patients was higher in non-carriers (HR 1.93
95% CI 1.03–3.61; p = 0.039) than in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers, with the same trend observed
for DSS. The non-significant trend was also observed in patients diagnosed at <45 years, but not in
premenopausal patients.

To exclude potential bias resulting from differences in baseline clinicopathological
characteristics, we analyzed BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers by multivariable
Cox proportional-hazard models considering significantly different covariates from univariate Cox
analyses (Supplementary Table S4). The Cox univariate analysis confirmed differences found by the
Mantel–Haenszel test (Supplementary Table S5), identifying age at diagnosis, menopausal status,
stage, grade, and ER status as statistically significant covariates. We excluded tumor size, nodal and
PR status from the multivariable analysis as these covariates directly correlated with tumor stage
and ER status. All six models in the multivariable analysis, differing in age (continuous; <35 vs.
≥35 years; <45 vs. ≥45 years) and tumor stage (II–III vs. I; III vs. I–II), confirmed tumor stage as
the strongest risk factor (Supplementary Table S5) in both groups, while ER-positivity emerged as a
statistically significant negative prognostic factor (with an effect comparable with advanced stage)
for recurrence in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers. In contrast, ER-positivity reduced the risk in
non-carriers (Figure 3). Age at diagnosis was inversely associated with the risk of recurrence in
non-carriers only. While ER-positivity non-significantly increased the risk of death in BRCA1/BRCA2
mutation carriers, it was a strong protective factor in non-carriers. Other variables that negatively
affected DSS in non-carriers were only younger age at diagnosis and tumor grade 3.
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Table 1. Clinicopathological characteristics of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers (together and separately) and non-carriers of mutations in cancer-susceptibility genes
for whom complete clinicopathological data were available for subsequent univariate and multivariable analyses.

BRCA1/2 Carriers
(N = 191)

BRCA1 Carriers
(N = 151)

BRCA2 Carriers
(N = 40)

Non-Carriers
(N = 680)

N %* p N %* P N %* p N %* p

Median age at diagnosis
year (25–75% percentile) 37.1 (32.3–43.8) <0.001 36.9 (31.9–42.6) <0.001 38.7 (32.9–50.8) 0.645 40.2 (33.5–49.6) Ref.

Age diagnosis categories
(known)
<35 years 78 (40.8) <0.001 64 (42.4)) <0.001 14 (35.0) 0.601 213 (31.3) Ref.

35–44 years 72 (37.7) 58 (38.4) 14 (35.0) 209 (30.7)
≥45 years 41 (21.5) 29 (19.2) 12 (30.0) 258 (38.0)

Menopausal status
Pre 168 (88.0) 0.003 136 (90.1) <0.001 32 (80.0) 0.792 532 (78.2) Ref.
post 23 (12.0) 15 (9.9) 8 (20.0) 148 (21.8)

Primary tumor (T)
T1 (<2 cm) 71 (37.2) 0.001 52 (34.4) <0.001 19 (47.5) 0.093 355 (52.2) Ref.
T2 (2–5 cm) 84 (44.0) 73 (48.3) 11 (27.5) 244 (35.9)
T3 (>5 cm) 24 (12.6) 17 (11.3) 7 (17.5) 62 (9.1)

T4 12 (6.3) 9 (6.0) 3 (7.5) 19 (2.8)

Regional lymphatic node (N)
N0 100 (52.4) 0.296 85 (56.3) 0.206 15 (37.5) 0.077 387 (56.9) Ref.
N1 78 (40.8) 55 (36.4) 23 (57.5) 256 (37.6)
N2 8 (4.2) 6 (4.0) 2 (5.0) 30 (4.4)
N3 5 (2.6) 5 (3.3) 0 (0.0) 7 (1.0)

Tumor stage
I (T1N0–1mi) 52 (27.2) <0.001 41 (27.2) 0.002 11 (27.5) 0.022 282 (41.5) Ref.

II (T2–3N0, T1–2N1) 97 (50.8) 79 (52.3) 18 (45.0) 310 (45.6)
III (T3N1, TXN2–3, T4NX) 42 (22.0) 31 (20.5) 11 (27.5) 88 (12.9)
Breast tumor morphology

ductal 168 (88.0) 0.023 131 (86.8) 0.005 37 (92.5) 0.325 574 (84.4) Ref.
lobular 6 (3.1) 3 (2.0) 3 (7.5) 52 (7.6)

medullar 15 (7.9) 15 (9.9) 0 (0.0) 33 (4.9)
other 2 (1.0) 2 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 21 (3.1)
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Table 1. Cont.

BRCA1/2 Carriers
(N = 191)

BRCA1 Carriers
(N = 151)

BRCA2 Carriers
(N = 40)

Non-Carriers
(N = 680)

N %* p N %* P N %* p N %* p

Grade
low (1) 7 (3.7) <0.001 4 (2.6) <0.001 3 (7.5) 0.554 91 (13.4) Ref.

intermediate (2) 59 (30.9) 40 (26.5) 19 (47.5) 311 (45.7)
high (3) 125 (65.4) 107 (70.9) 18 (45.0) 278 (40.9)

ER status
positive 60 (31.4) <0.001 34 (22.5) <0.001 26 (65.0) >0.99 445 (65.4) Ref.

PR status
positive 61 (31.9) <0.001 34 (22.5) <0.001 27 (67.5) 0.616 428 (62.9) Ref.

HER-2 status
positive 13 (6.8) <0.001 9 (6.0) <0.001 4 (10.0) 0.052 164 (24.1) Ref.

TNBC
yes 114 (59.7) <0.001 105 (69.5) <0.001 9 (22.5) 0.690 138 (20.3) Ref.

Surgery—primary tumor
mastectomy 91 (47.6) 0.774 70 (46.4) 0.980 21 (52.5) 0.458 316 (46.5) Ref.

breast-conserving surgery 100 (52.4) 81 (53.6) 19 (47.5) 364 (53.5)

Surgery—lymphatic nodes
axillary dissection 149 (78.0) 0.051 117 (77.5) 0.102 32 (80.0) 0.215 482 (70.9) Ref.

sentinel node biopsy 42 (22.0) 34 (22.5) 8 (20.0) 198 (29.1)

Radiotherapy
yes 132 (69.1) 0.759 108 (71.5) 0.391 24 (60.0) 0.297 462 (67.9) Ref.

Chemotherapy type
Antra + Tax 122 (63.9) <0.001 97 (64.2) <0.001 25 (62.5) 0.096 308 (45.3) Ref.

Antra 50 (26.2) 39 (25.8) 11 (27.5) 195 (28.7)
Other 7 (3.7) 6 (4.0) 1 (2.5) 32 (4.7)

No chemotherapy 12 (6.3) 9 (6.0) 3 (7.5) 145 (21.3)
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Table 1. Cont.

BRCA1/2 Carriers
(N = 191)

BRCA1 Carriers
(N = 151)

BRCA2 Carriers
(N = 40)

Non-Carriers
(N = 680)

N %* p N %* P N %* p N %* p

Endocrine therapy **
TAM monotherapy 21 (35.0) 0.951 14 (41.2) 0.947 7 (26.9) 0.745 165 (37.1) Ref.

AI monotherapy 8 (13.4) 4 (11.8) 4 (15.4) 65 (14.6)
LHRH analogues + TAM 29 (48.3) 15 (44.1) 14 (53.8) 204 (45.8)

LHRH analogues + AI 2 (3.3) 1 (2.9) 1 (3.9) 11 (2.5)

Event during follow-up ***
loco-regional recurrence 5 (2.6) 0.036 5 (3.3) 0.122 0 (0.0) - 45 (6.6) Ref.

distant metastasis 41 (21.5) 0.001 25 (16.6) 0.150 16 (40.0) <0.001 83 (12.2) Ref.
second breast cancer 24 (12.6) 0.009 34 (22.5) <0.001 9 (22.5) <0.001 46 (6.8) Ref.

second tumors 7 (3.7) 0.322 10 (6.6) 0.570 2 (5.0) 0.905 37 (5.4) Ref.

Median of follow-up
median (25–75% percentile) 8.6 (6.0–12.1) 0.235 8.2 (5.7–11.8) 0.733 9.4 (6.9–13.4) 0.031 8.2 (5.6–11.8) Ref.

Breast cancer related death
yes 28 (14.7) 0.507 16 (10.6) 0.655 12 (30.0) <0.001 64 (9.4) Ref.

* % = percentage of known; ** N = number of patients with ER-positive BC; *** patient could be counted in more than one event. pre—premenopausal; post—postmenopausal;
TNBC—triple-negative BC; Antra—anthracyclines; Tax—taxanes; TAM—tamoxifen; AI—aromatase inhibitor; LHRH—luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone; Ref—reference.
Bold: statistically significant differences.
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Table 2. Analysis of 10-year DFS and DSS using the Mantel–Haenszel test comparing variables between BRCA1/2 mutation carriers and non-carriers.

Disease Free Survival (DFS) Analysis Disease Specific Survival (DSS) Analysis

BRCA1/2 Carriers Non-Carriers BRCA1/2 Carriers Non-Carriers

Pts
No.

Ev
No.

Ev
% HR 95% CI p Pts

No.
Ev
No.

Ev
%

Pts
No.

Ev
No.

Ev
% HR 95% CI p Pts

No.
Ev
No.

Ev
%

All pts 191 46 24.1 1.29 0.90–1.84 0.166 680 128 18.8 Ref. 191 28 14.7 1.65 1.01–2.70 0.047 680 64 9.4 Ref.

Age at diagnosis

<35 78 18 23.1 0.82 0.50–1.35 0.431 213 60 28.2 Ref. 78 12 15.4 1.09 0.55–2.13 0.813 213 32 15.0 Ref.
≥35 113 28 24.8 1.81 1.10–2.99 0.021 467 68 14.6 Ref. 113 16 14.2 2.29 1.13–4.65 0.021 467 32 6.9 Ref.
<45 150 34 22.7 0.93 0.63–1.36 0.690 422 100 23.7 Ref. 150 21 14.0 1.21 0.71–2.05 0.489 422 49 11.6 Ref.
≥45 41 12 29.3 3.98 1.62–9.81 0.003 258 28 10.9 Ref. 41 7 17.1 4.48 1.34–15.0 0.015 258 15 5.8 Ref.

Menopausal status pre 168 39 23.2 1.10 0.76–1.60 0.621 532 119 22.4 Ref. 168 23 13.7 1.36 0.81–2.29 0.247 532 55 10.3 Ref.
post 23 7 30.4 3.72 1.16–11.9 0.027 148 18 12.2 Ref. 23 5 21.7 5.95 1.32–26.8 0.020 148 9 6.1 Ref.

Tumor size

T1 71 11 15.5 1.23 0.61–2.47 0.569 355 45 12.7 Ref. 71 4 5.6 1.13 0.37–3.74 0.835 355 18 5.1 Ref.
T2 84 20 23.8 1.07 0.63–1.81 0.802 244 52 21.3 Ref. 84 12 14.3 1.17 0.58–2.36 0.653 244 29 11.9 Ref.
T3 24 9 37.5 0.90 0.42–1.92 0.787 62 23 37.1 Ref. 24 7 29.2 1.30 0.50–3.41 0.594 62 13 21.0 Ref.
T4 12 6 50.0 1.42 0.47–4.29 0.530 19 8 42.1 Ref. 12 5 41.7 2.22 0.57–8.62 0.249 19 4 21.1 Ref.

Nodal status

N0 100 17 17.0 1.26 0.70–2.26 0.435 387 51 13.2 Ref. 100 11 11.0 2.55 1.06–6.12 0.037 387 19 4.9 Ref.
N1 78 25 32.1 1.37 0.83–2.25 0.217 256 64 25.0 Ref. 78 15 19.2 1.42 0.74–2.72 0.285 256 38 14.8 Ref.
N2 8 2 25.0 0.72 0.18–2.90 0.647 30 9 30.0 Ref. 8 1 12.5 0.86 0.11–7.02 0.890 30 4 13.3 Ref.
N3 5 2 40.0 0.65 0.13–3.30 0.605 7 4 57.1 Ref. 5 1 20.0 0.40 0.05–3.07 0.382 7 3 42.9 Ref.

Tumor stage
I 52 7 13.5 1.42 0.57–3.54 0.457 282 28 9.9 Ref. 52 2 3.8 1.35 0.25–7.31 0.730 282 8 2.8 Ref.
II 97 23 23.7 1.09 0.67–1.77 0.733 310 65 21.0 Ref. 97 15 15.5 1.26 0.67–2.37 0.472 310 37 11.9 Ref.
III 42 16 38.1 0.89 0.50–1.60 0.699 88 35 39.8 Ref. 42 11 26.2 1.22 0.57–2.63 0.608 88 19 21.6 Ref.

Tumor grade
1 7 2 28.6 9.83 0.77–125.4 0.079 91 6 6.6 Ref. 7 1 14.3 - - - 91 1 1.1 Ref.
2 59 16 27.1 1.44 0.78–2.66 0.240 311 59 19.0 Ref. 59 9 15.3 2.71 1.03–7.13 0.044 311 21 6.8 Ref.
3 125 28 22.4 0.96 0.61–1.49 0.841 278 63 22.7 Ref. 125 18 14.4 0.94 0.54–1.62 0.824 278 42 15.1 Ref.

ER status
pos 60 23 38.3 3.14 1.69–5.81 <0.001 445 74 16.6 Ref. 60 13 21.7 5.70 2.27–14.4 <0.001 445 28 6.3 Ref.
neg 131 23 17.6 0.75 0.47–1.19 0.218 235 54 23.0 Ref. 131 15 11.5 0.76 0.43–1.35 0.354 235 36 15.3 Ref.

PR status
pos 62 22 35.5 2.52 1.38–4.60 0.003 428 76 17.8 Ref. 62 10 16.1 2.85 1.44–7.14 0.026 428 30 7.0 Ref.
neg 129 24 18.6 0.87 0.54–1.40 0.566 252 52 20.6 Ref. 129 18 14.0 1.02 0.57–1.80 0.954 252 34 13.5 Ref.

HER-2 status
pos 13 4 30.8 1.68 0.49–5.78 0.413 164 34 20.7 Ref. 13 2 15.4 1.44 0.27–7.60 0.668 164 19 11.6 Ref.
neg 129 24 18.6 0.87 0.54–1.40 0.566 252 52 20.6 Ref. 129 18 14.0 1.02 0.57–1.80 0.954 252 34 13.5 Ref.

TNBC
yes 114 20 17.5 0.77 0.44–1.35 0.367 138 30 21.7 Ref. 114 14 12.3 0.78 0.40–1.53 0.475 138 21 15.2 Ref.
no 77 26 33.8 2.27 1.32–3.88 0.003 542 98 18.1 Ref. 77 14 18.2 2.92 1.34–6.38 0.007 542 43 7.9 Ref.

Pts No.—number of patients; Ev No.—number of events; Ev %—percentage of events; HR—hazard ratio; 95% CI—95% confidential interval; pre—premenopausal; post—postmenopausal;
pos—positive; neg—negative; Ref.—reference. Bold: statistically significant differences.
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3. Discussion

Our initial analysis revealed slightly worsened DFS and DSS in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers
compared with non-carriers; however, the difference was less than 10% at 10 years and marginally
significant for DSS only (HR = 1.65 95% CI 1.01–2.70). A similar observation was recently reported in a
meta-analysis by Baretta and colleagues, showing decreased BC-specific survival (HR = 1.42 95% CI
1.05–1.92) but non-significantly changed DFS for BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers [18]. A meta-analysis
by van den Broek revealed a non-significant trend towards a survival disadvantage for BC outcomes
in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers [17]. A recent prospective analysis by Copson and colleagues
found no significant differences in OS for BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers [19]. All these data indicate
that BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers have only a slight prognostic disadvantage over non-carriers.
However, this conclusion is clinically contra-intuitive because we and others have noted that BRCA1
mutation carriers (predominating among our mutation-positive patients) are mostly young, TNBC
patients who otherwise represent a subpopulation of BC patients with poor prognoses [23–25]. This
indicates differences between the effects of hormonal receptor status or age at disease onset on
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers.

Indeed, we observed an inverse correlation between ER status and age in these two groups
in initial univariate analyses (Table 2). As expected, the risk of disease recurrence was higher in
ER-negative, younger (or premenopausal) non-carriers. Surprisingly, the same was true for ER-positive
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers who developed disease recurrence 2.3-times more likely (23/60; 38.3%)
than ER-positive non-carriers (74/445; 16.6%; p < 0.001). ER-positive BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers
also had 3.4-times higher risk of death due to BC compared with ER-positive non-carriers (13/60; 21.7%
vs. 28/445; 6.3%; p < 0.001). We must emphasize that the prognosis for ER-negative BRCA1/BRCA2
mutation carriers was comparable with that for ER-positive non-carriers. Inferior survival associated
with ER-positive tumors was also reported in a prospective POSH study in BRCA1 mutation carriers
(HR = 1.96 95% CI 1.41–2.71) and BRCA2 mutation carriers (HR = 2.24 95% CI 1.56–3.22) at 10 years [19].
Interestingly, BRCA2 ER-positive patients in our study contributed to a worsened prognosis more than
BRCA1 ER-positive patients (Supplementary Figure S2). Jonasson and colleagues showed decreased
DSS (HR = 1.61 95% CI 1.11–2.35) in BC patients carrying the Icelandic founder 999del5 BRCA2
mutation, which was even more pronounced in ER-positive patients (HR = 1.92 95% CI 1.20–3.05) [16].
Schmidt and colleagues reported inferior OS in Dutch ER-positive BC patients with BRCA2 mutations
(HR = 2.04 95% CI 1.22–3.39) but not BRCA1 mutations [13]. Recent data by Metcalfe and colleagues
also found worsened survival in ER-positive BC BRCA2 mutation carriers (the 20-year survival rate
was 62.2% and 83.7% (p = 0.03) for ER-positive and ER-negative patients, respectively) [26]. All these
data indicate that the prognostic role of ER-positivity differs between BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers
and non-carriers.

Interestingly, Lips and colleagues have shown that ER-positive tumors in both BRCA1 and
BRCA2 mutation carriers share similar specific genomic profiles of DNA somatic copy number
alterations, different from those in ER-positive sporadic tumors and in ER-negative tumors in BRCA1
mutation carriers [27]. A high number of loss-of-heterozygosity events at the BRCA1 genomic locus
in ER-positive tumors from BRCA1 mutation carriers found in this study (83%) and in a study by
Tung and colleagues (81%) indicates that BRCA1 impairment directly contributes to the formation of
ER-positive tumors [28]. The mechanism explaining how ER signaling can contribute to worsened BC
progression in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers is unknown; however, preclinical data demonstrated
estrogen-dependent progression of mammary tumorigenesis in BRCA1-defficient cells [29,30]. Shah and
colleagues have analyzed OncotypeDX in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-positive tumors
and found a high proportion of patients with a high recurrence score who may benefit from adjuvant
chemotherapy [31].

The age at disease onset negatively correlates with the risk of cancer-related death in unselected
BC patients [24,25]. While the negative prognostic effect of younger age was clearly apparent in all
age categories for non-carriers also in our study, it did not affect disease recurrence or survival in
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BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers (Figure 1). The results of univariate analyses revealed that age at BC
onset does not play an important prognostic role in BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and indicated that
age should not be considered as a factor influencing patients’ treatment approaches. This observation
will require further evaluation in larger cohorts because carriers of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation develop
BC significantly earlier than non-carriers and many published studies focused primarily on early-onset
BC patients or had enriched this subgroup as a result of criteria for genetic testing [10,13,19].

The multivariable analysis confirmed an inverse prognostic effect of ER-positivity and the age at
disease onset on BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers against non-carriers. The HR in ER-positive patients
for disease recurrence was 1.97 (95% CI 1.02–3.78) in BRCA1/BRCA2 carriers and 0.66 (95% CI 0.45–0.98)
in non-carriers with a similar trend for survival (Figure 3). The multivariable analysis also showed a
significant age-dependent decrease in risk of recurrence and cancer-related death in non-carriers but
not in BRCA1/BRCA2 carriers.

Hormone receptor-positive BC (regardless of the BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation status) is currently
considered a cancer with a favorable prognosis, allowing the omission of adjuvant chemotherapy,
shorter course of adjuvant hormonal treatment (no longer than five years), and other “de-escalation”
approaches. In contrast, our data suggest that ER-positive BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers exert an
extremely dismal prognosis. We suppose that this patient group should be considered a high-risk
group for BC recurrence and BC-related death.

Our study has several strengths. All genotyping was done in a single center using systematic
counseling and testing criteria. We analyzed a homogenous set of BC patients excluding patients with
breast and ovarian/pancreatic cancer duplicity and patients carrying mutations in non-BRCA1/BRCA2
BC-susceptibility genes. Furthermore, data were highly consistent as only 18.4% of BRCA1/BRCA2
carriers and 24.4% of non-carriers (mainly those enrolled before 2005) were excluded due to incomplete
data (a proportion comparable with a prospective POSH trial) [19]. We used DSS instead of OS
(to exclude death events from non-BC causes) for more accurate survival analyses. Study limitations
included a limited sample size; however, only four out of 66 studies evaluated in a meta-analysis
by van den Broek and colleagues surpassed the number of 191 mutation carriers analyzed in our
study [17]. A subsequent meta-analysis of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers’ prognoses by Baretta and
colleagues identified 60 studies and revealed the median number of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers
as 39.5 (range 5–326). The size limitation affected especially BRCA2 mutation carriers (representing a
minority population compared with BRCA1 mutation carriers in the Czech Republic [4]) and BRCA1
mutation carriers with ER-positive BC (representing 22.5% of all BRCA1 mutation carriers in our
study). Further limitations resulted from the study design and a retrospective character of data.
We performed a two-round, independent review of all clinicopathological data (irrespectively to the
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation status) obtained from the medical records. However, we cannot exclude a
potential selection bias as 23.2% of all enrolled patients were excluded due to incomplete data from the
univariate and multivariable analyses. On the other hand, no patient was excluded due to the loss of
follow-up from the survival analyses. Retrospective study design is also sensitive to changes made in
diagnostics and treatment procedures during the 19-year study period (1997–2015). Histopathological
assessments for ER, PR, and HER-2 positivity have not been identical for all patients throughout the
study period. Potential bias represent changes in BC treatment guidelines (especially for chemotherapy
administration) during the study period, including the introduction of taxanes and trastuzumab,
routinely available in the last 15 years. We are also aware that a further extension of the median follow-up
(currently 9.8 years) will be necessary to better evaluate the effect of ER-positivity on DSS. Future studies
screening BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations in an unselected BC population prospectively should be conducted
to further examine differences in clinicopathological characteristics in BRCA1/BRCA2-positive and
BRCA1/BRCA2-negative patients in the general BC population.
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Patient Characteristics

We enrolled 1133 unrelated, female BC patients (including 234 BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation
carriers and 899 non-carriers) who were tested for the presence of mutations in BRCA1/BRCA2
and other cancer-susceptibility genes at the Laboratory of Oncogenetics, First Faculty of Medicine,
Charles University, in 1997–2015. All patients met national criteria for genetic/familial high-risk
assessment in BC/OC (Supplementary Table S6) to be eligible for genetic counseling and testing.
Patients with duplicity of breast and ovarian/pancreatic cancer were not enrolled because of the
extensive impact on cancer prognosis. We also excluded a heterogeneous group of patients carrying
mutations in non-BRCA1/BRCA2 BC/OC-susceptibility genes. Clinicopathological data (Supplementary
Table S2) were retrieved from clinical documentation and independently reviewed by a two-round
evaluation (last assessed November, 2018). All patients were Caucasians of Czech origin. The study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the General University Hospital, Prague (ethic code:1858/14 S-IV).

4.2. Molecular Analysis

An analysis of mutations in BC-susceptibility genes was initially performed using a protein
truncation test or direct sequencing, the presence of large genomic BRCA1/BRCA2 rearrangements
was analyzed by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MRC Holland, Amsterdam,
the Netherlands), as described previously [32–34]. As of 2015, all samples were analyzed using
the custom-designed CZECANCA panel (NimbleGen/Roche, Pleasanton, CA, USA) targeting 219
cancer-susceptible genes on MiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) [35]. The bioinformatics analysis
included the identification of pathogenic mutations (single nucleotide variants described as pathogenic
in ClinVar, non-sense, frame-shift, splicing-site alterations, and copy number variants) using a pipeline
described recently [35,36].

4.3. Statistical Methods

Categorical variables (including age, menopausal status, tumor stage, tumor size, nodal status,
morphology, tumor grade, ER, PR, HER-2, BC subtypes, surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, endocrine
therapy, event during follow-up, median follow-up, and death due to BC) were compared between
BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers and non-carriers using χ2 or Fisher exact tests, where appropriate.
Continuous variables (age at diagnosis and follow-up period) were tested by the Mann–Whitney test.

The Kaplan–Meier product-limit method was used for survival analyses and differences were
tested using the log-rank and Mantel–Haenszel tests. BC patients with carcinoma in situ (N = 46)
or primarily metastatic BC (N = 25) were excluded from survival analyses. DFS was defined as the
interval between BC diagnosis and the first loco-regional or distant recurrence or the last follow-up.
The development of a second tumor was not considered a DFS event. DSS was defined as the interval
between BC diagnosis and death from BC or the last follow-up.

Univariate analyses of categorical variables (age, menopausal status, stage, grade, ER, PR, HER-2
status, and TNBC) and multivariate analyses (age, menopausal status, stage, grade, and ER status)
were performed using Cox proportional hazard regression.

All analyses were performed using the GraphPad Prism v8.0.1 (GraphPad Software, San Diego,
CA, USA) and Statistica v12 (StatSoft, Palo Alto, CA, USA) programs. Two-sided p values < 0.05 and
95% confidence intervals (CI) excluding 1 were considered statistically significant.

5. Conclusions

The present study indicates that BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-positive tumors have
a poor prognosis with increased BC recurrence and BC-related death rate; therefore, their specific
treatment (surgical and pharmacological prevention) should be considered. The BC prognosis for
these patients is worse than that for young ER-negative BC non-carriers. In contrast, the prognosis for
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BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers with ER-negative tumors, even with early BC onset, is comparable
with ER-positive, older BC non-carriers, who are generally considered lower-risk patients.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6694/11/6/738/s1,
Figure S1: Differences in the age at diagnosis in mutation carriers and non-carriers in particular breast cancer
subtypes, Figure S2: Kaplan–Meier plots showing DFS and DSS in BRCA1 mutation carriers, BRCA2 mutation
carriers, and non-carriers, Figure S3: Kaplan–Meier plots of DFS and DSS in BRCA1/2 mutations non-carriers
considering a combined impact of ER-status and age at onset or menopausal status on survival, Figure S4:
Kaplan–Meier plots of DFS and DSS in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers considering a combined impact of ER-status and
age at onset or menopausal status on survival, Figure S5. Kaplan–Meier plots of DFS and DSS in BRCA1/2 mutation
carriers and non-carriers considering a combined effect of ER-positivity or ER-negativity and age at disease onset
or menopausal status on survival, Table S1: List of pathogenic mutations identified in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes
in analyzed breast cancer patients, Table S2: Clinicopathological characteristics of all BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation
carriers (together and separately) and non-carriers of mutations in cancer-susceptibility genes, Table S3: Analysis
of 10-year DFS and DSS using the Mantel–Haenszel test comparing variables within subgroups of BRCA1/2
mutation carriers and non-carriers, respectively, Table S4: Analysis of 10-year DFS and DSS using a univariate
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Trefoil factor family (TFF) is composed of three secretory proteins (TFF1, TFF2 and TFF3) that play an important role in 
mucosal protection of gastrointestinal tract. Their overexpression in colorectal tumors seems to be associated with more aggres-
sive disease. We collected serum samples from 79 healthy controls and 97 patients with metastatic colorectal cancer at the time of 
diagnosis or at progression. Serum levels of TTF1-3, CEA and CA19-9 were measured by ELISA. Serum TFF1 and TFF3 levels 
were significantly higher in patients with colorectal cancer compared to healthy controls (p < 0.0001). Moreover, serum levels of 
TFF3 correlated with extent of liver involvement in patient without pulmonary metastases and patients with higher TFF3 levels 
had significantly worse outcome (p < 0.0001). Compared to CEA and CA19-9, TFF3 had higher sensitivity and the same specifi-
city. Our results indicate that TFF3 is an effective biomarker in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer with higher sensitivity 
than CEA a CA19-9. TFF3 levels strongly correlate with extension of liver disease and seem to have prognostic value.

Key words: colorectal cancer, TFF, TFF3, biomarker, survival

Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in men 
(746,000 cases, 10.0% of the total) and the second in women 
(614,000 cases, 9.2% of the total) worldwide [1]. Patient out-
come strongly depends on the stage of tumor at the time of 
diagnosis [2]. Therefore, novel biomarkers for better cancer 
detection are needed.

Trefoil factor family (TFFs) is composed of three stable 
secretory proteins that are expressed together with mucins 
of the epithelial cells of gastrointestinal tract [3]. Members of 
the trefoil family are characterized by having at least one copy 
of the trefoil segment, a 40-amino acid domain that contains 
three conserved disulfide bonds [4]. The resistance of these 
peptides to proteolytic cleavage, acids and thermal degrada-
tion seems to be caused by the compact trefoil structure of 
the peptides [5,6]. 

TFF1 is normally expressed in the gastroduodenal mucosa 
and loss of TFF1 expression has been observed in intestinal 
metaplasia of the incomplete type [7] and in gastric carcinomas 
[8]. TFF2 is produced by mucous neck cells in the body and 

in antral glands of the stomach, by superficial gastric foveolar 
cells and a small amount is expressed in Brunner’s gland in 
the duodenum [9-11]. TFF3 is expressed in goblet cells of 
the intestine and also at lower levels in other organs such as 
breast, salivary gland, respiratory tract, and hypothalamus 
[10, 12-14]. 

The main role of TFFs is to promote epithelial restitution 
after injury. Discontinuation of mucosal surface leads to local 
increase of TFF expression. Expression of the other growth 
factors and signal pathways that work synergically with TFFs 
promote injury healing in gastrointestinal tract. Elevated 
expression of TFF3 has been found in reaction to mucosal 
injury by products of comensal bacteria via Toll-like receptor 2 
(TLR2) [15-18]. TFFs enhance the protective characteristics of 
mucosal barrier in gastrointestinal tract and may also directly 
affect the package and secretion of mucin glycoproteins in the 
goblet cells [17-20]. TFF1 is essential for the normal differen-
tiation of antral and pyloric mucosa, while TFF3 is needed for 
intestinal cell proliferation in development of gastrointestinal 
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tract [21,22]. TFFs were also expressed in the brain (TFF1 in 
frontal cortex, cerebellum and hippocampus, whereas TFF3 
in the hypothalamus) and they may act as neuromodulators 
[14,23-24]. TFF3 has malignant characteristics to promote the 
invasion of tumor cells by acting both directly on malignant 
cells and indirectly on the vasculature [25].

Serum levels of TFFs have been reported as biomarkers for 
several malignancies, mainly the gastric cancer [26-29,33].

In this study, we investigated the serum levels of TFFs in 
patients with metastatic colorectal cancer compared to the 
healthy controls. This is the first study that compares the levels 
of TFFs to standard biomarkers used in diagnosis and monitor-
ing of colorectal cancer (CEA and CA19-9) with correlation 
studies of tumor characteristics and treatment outcomes to 
the serum levels of TFFs.

Patients and methods

Patients and healthy control characteristics. Between 
November 2011 and May 2013, 100 patients with metastatic 
CRC and 80 by the age- and gender matched healthy indi-
viduals were included in this study at the Department of 
Oncology of the First faculty of Medicine, Charles University 
and General Teaching Hospital in Prague. The serum samples 
from patients were collected at the time of distant metastasis 
diagnosis or in the time of progression validated by CT. The 
inclusion criteria were: histologically proven diagnosis of 
colorectal cancer; clinical stage IV; expected survival greater 
than six months; >18 years of age; adequate liver and renal 
function (transaminases < 2x and creatinine clearance < 1,5x 
upper normal limit) and signed informed consent. Serum 
samples from 58 patients were collected 3 months after the 
first one together with imaging control using RECIST 1.1 
criteria. Healthy individuals signed informed consent, un-
derwent healthy examination and had negative colonoscopy. 
Table 1 shows the backgrounds of the patients.

ELISA analysis. Serum samples collected from patients 
with colorectal cancer and healthy controls were stored at 
-80°C until analysis. Concentrations of TFF-1, TFF-2 and 
TFF-3 in serum samples were determined by commercially 
available colorimetric sandwich ELISA kits (Biovendor-Lab-
oratorni medicina) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. 
The sensitivity of the assays were 0.02 ng/ml (TFF-1), 0.05 ng/
ml (TFF-2) and 0.01 ng/ml (TFF-3) and intraassay or inte-
rassay coefficient of variation (CV) were always less than 10 %. 
Concentrations of CEA a CA 19-9 is serum samples were 
determined by commercially available chemoiluminiscent 
imnunoanalysis kits (Architect, Abbott, USA).

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using 
SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Basic statistics were 
calculated for parameters measured in the whole group and 
in different groups and subgroups, such as mean, standard 
deviation, variance, median, interquartile range, minimum, 
maximum. Selected statistical data were also graphically proc-
essed, Box & Whisker plot diagrams. Non-parametric analysis 

of variance two-sided Wilcoxon test was used for comparison 
of the distribution of the individual parameters in the differ-
ent groups and subgroups. Due to non-gaussian distribution 
of variables Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to 
determine the dependency of characters. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined at the border of alpha = 0.05. Receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated to assess 
the diagnostic accuracy of each parameters, the sensitivity and 
specificity of optimum cut off point were found. 

Results

Baseline characteristic of patients and controls. In the 
cancer group serum samples from 97 patients with generalized 
colorectal cancer were collected. The patient characteristics 
are shown in Table 1. There were included 60 (61.9%) men 
and 37 (38.1%) women with the median age 64.4 years (23.4-
86.0). From 58 patients, we obtained the second serum sample 
3 months after the first one.

The control group comprised serum samples from 79 
healthy controls after negative colonoscopy. There were 

Table 1. Basic characteristics of patients and healthy controls.

cancer group
(N=97)

control group
(N=79)

age
– median
– <50
– >50

64.4
13 (13.4%)
84 (86.6%)

61.5
24 (30.1%)
55 (69.6%)

gender
– male
– female

60 (61.9%)
37 (38.1%)

43 (54.4%)
36 (45.6%)

histological type
– adenocarcinoma
– mucinous carcinoma

91 (93.8%)
6 (6.2%)

-
-

degree of differentiation
– well or moderate
– poorly

75 (77.4%)
21 (21.6%)

-
-

primary site
– right colon
 (caecum, ascendens, transversum)
– left colon
 (descendens, sigmoideum, rectosigma)
– rectum

20 (20.6%)

50 (51.5%)

27 (27.9%)

-

-

-
side of metastasis
– liver
– lung
– peritoneal
– lymphatic nodules 

64 (66.0%)
31 (32.0%)
14 (14.4%)
22 (22.7%)

-
-
-
-

number of metastatic sides
– 1
– 2 
– 3 or more

57 (58.7)
28 (28.9)
12 (12.4)

-
-
-

number of previous treatment line
– 0
– 1
– 2

52 (53.6)
26 (26.8)
19 (19.6)

-
-
-
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included 43 (54.4%) men and 36 (45.6%) women with the 
median age 61.5 years (28.9-83.5). 

Serum levels of TFFs. Serum level of TFF1 in the cancer 
group was significantly increased compared to healthy controls 
(4.36 + 0.52 ng/ml and 1.83 + 0.15 ng/ml, respectively, p < 
0.0001, Figure 1A). In the control group there was no signifi-
cant difference in TFF1 level between men and women (p = 
0.461), but there was significant difference in younger than or 
equal to 55 years (N=24, 1.00 + 0.13 ng/ml) and older than 
55 (N = 55; 2.19 + 0.20 ng/ml; p = 0.0003). Compared to the 
same aged group with colorectal cancer there were significant 
difference, p = 0.0041 and 0.0031, respectively. 

In the cancer group there was no significant difference in se-
rum level of TFF1 between sex, age, site of colon with primary 
tumor, K-ras status and number of previous treatment line. 
Significant difference (p = 0.0369) was found between good 
or moderately and poorly differentiated tumors, (N=75) 3.81 
+ 0.52 ng/ml vs (N=21) 6.47 + 1.51 ng/l, respectively. Patients 
with non-resected primary tumor (N=20) had statistically 
significantly higher TFF1 levels 6.78 + 1.67 ng/l then patients 
after resection (N=77) with 3.73 + 0.48 ng/l (p = 0.0178). No 
statistically significant difference between patients with liver 
metastases was found (p = 0.7216) and with distant lymphatic 
nodule metastasis (p = 0.7262). Negative association was 

Figure 1. The comparison of TFF, CEA and CA19-9 levels in patients with 
colorectal cancer and healthy controls.
A – TFF1 levels (p < 0.0001), B – TFF2 levels (p = 0.1087), C - TFF3 levels 
(p < 0.0001), D – CEA levels (p = 0.0013), E – CA19-9 (p = 0.0064) 
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indentified between patients with and without pulmonary 
metastases (2.23 + 0.20 ng/l, N=31; 5.36 + 0.73 ng/ml, N=66; 
p = 0.0047). In the group of patients without pulmonary 
metastasis (N = 66) there was not identified any relevant dif-
ference between patients with (N = 49) vs without (N = 17) 
liver metastasis (p = 0.7699). There was indicated difference 
in pulmonary negative tumors with presence or absence of 
primary tumor, 7.30 + 1.94 ng/ml (N=17) and 4.13 + 0.733 ng/l 
(N=36), respectively. But it was not statistically significant (p 
= 0.0676). 

In the cancer group serum level of TFF2 was not signifi-
cantly different from healthy controls, 6.59 + 0.50 ng/ml vs 
5.59 + 0.31 ng/ml respectively (Figure 1B, p = 0.1087). In the 
control group there was no significant difference in TFF2 level 
between men and women (p = 0,686), but there was significant 
difference in younger than or equal to 55 years (N=24) and 
older than 55 (N = 55; p = 0.0143). In the cancer group there 
was no significant difference in serum level of TFF2 between 
sex, age, part of colon with primary tumor, tumor grading, 
K-ras status, number of previous treatment line, presence of 
primary tumor, liver and nodal metastases. Significant differ-
ence (p = 0.0129) was found between patients with (N = 31) 
and without (N = 66) pulmonary metastases, 4.79 + 0.34 ng/
ml and 7.43 + 0.69 ng/ml respectively (p = 0.0129).

Serum level of TFF3 in the cancer group was 4.19 + 0.30 ng/
ml and was significantly elevated compared to 1.03 + 0.04 ng/
ml in the healthy control group (Figure 1C, p < 0.0001). In 
the control group there was no significant difference in TFF3 
level between men and women (p = 0.4040), but there was 
significant difference in younger than or equal to 55 years 
(N=24, 0.83 + 0.07 ng/ml) and older than 55 (N = 55; 1.12 + 
0.04 ng/ml, p = 0.0005). Copared to the same aged group with 
colorectal cancer there were significant difference, p < 0.0001 
and < 0.0001, respectively.

In the cancer group there was no significant difference 
between sex, age, part of colon with primary tumor, tumor 
grade, K-ras status and number of previous treatment line. 
There was indicated difference in presence or absence of 
the primary tumor, 5.22 + 0.72 ng/l (N = 28) and 3.93 + 
0.33 ng/l (N = 69) respectively, but not statistically significant 
(p = 0.0864). If local recurrences were added to the group of 
non-resected primary tumor the difference between these 
and the group without colon or rectum involvement in the 
time of sample collection became statistically significant (p = 
0.0419). No statistically significant difference between patients 
with and without liver metastases was found (p = 0.1160) 
and with distant lymphatic nodule metastasis (p = 0.6397). 
Negative association was indentified between patients with 
and without pulmonary metastases (2.93 + 0.35 ng/l, N=31; 
4.79 + 0.40 ng/ml, N=66; p = 0.0038). In the group of patients 
without pulmonary metastasis (N = 66) there was not identi-
fied any relevant difference between patients with (N = 49) 
vs without (N = 17) liver metastasis (p = 0.7699), although 
level of TFF3 was higher in patients with liver metastases. 
There was detected difference in pulmonary negative tumors 

with presence or absence of primary tumor, 7.30 + 1.94 ng/
ml (N=17) and 4.13 + 0.733 (N = 36), respectively, but it was 
not statistically significant (p = 0.0676).

The group of patient with liver metastases without pulmo-
nary metastases was divided into patients with the sum of the 
longest dimension of liver metastases smaller than 100 mil-
limeters (N = 20) and larger than or equal to 100 millimeters 
(N = 29). The difference in TFF3 levels was statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.0001), 6.73 + 0.60 mg/ml and 2.36 + 0.29 mg/
ml, respectively (Figure 2). 

Serum levels of CEA and CA19-9. Serum level of CEA in 
the cancer group was 308.3 + 84.9 ug/l and was significantly 
elevated compared to 1.33 + 0.13 ug/l (Figure 1D, p = 0.0013). 
Serum level of CA19-9 in the cancer group was 948.1 + 307.0 
kIU/l and was significantly elevated compared to 8.57 + 0.93 
kIU/l in the control group (Figure 1E, p = 0.0064). 

Sensitivity and specificity of TFF, CEA and CA19-9. 
ROC curves analysis showed that serum TFF1 with an AUC 
of 0.7222 (Figure 3A) and serum level cut-off 5.3 ng/ml has 
the sensitivity and specificity to distinguish colorectal cancer 
from healthy controls are 21.65% and 97.47%, respectively 
(p < 0.0001). The TFF2 with AUC of 0.5211 (Figure 3B) and 
serum level cut-off values >11.9 ng/ml has the sensitivity 
and specificity 13.40% and 97.47%, respectively (p = 0.6310). 
The TFF-3 with AUC of 0.9164 (Figure 3C) and serum level 
cut-off values >1.7 ng/ml has the sensitivity and specificity 
76.29% and 97.47%, respectively (p < 0.0001). The CEA with 
AUC of 0.9054 (Figure 3D) and serum level cut-off values >5 
ug/l has the sensitivity and specificity 72.16% and 97.47%, 
respectively (p < 0.0001). The CA19-9 with AUC of 0.8023 
(Figure 3E) and serum level cut-off values >35 kIU/l has the 
sensitivity and specificity 46.39% and 96.25%, respectively 
(p < 0.0001).

Change in levels of TFF3 during therapy. Serum samples 
from 60 patients were collected 3 months after first one to-
gether with imaging control using RECIST 1.1 criteria. The 

Figure 2. The serum levels of TFF3 in patients without pulmonary and 
with liver metastasis. 
Liver metastaeses larger than or equal to 100 mm, smaller than 100 mm 
and healthy controls. 
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Figure 3. ROC curve analysis of TFFs, CEA and CA19-9.
A – TFF1 (AUC = 0.7222) with serum level cut-off value >5.3 ng/ml, the 
sensitivity and specificity of TFF1 to distinguish colorectal cancer from 
healthy controls are 21.65% and 97.47%, respectively (p < 0.0001). B – TFF2 
(AUC = 0.5211) with serum level cut-off value >11.9 ng/ml, the sensitivity 
and specificity are 13.40% and 97.47%, respectively (p = 0.6310). C – TFF3 
(AUC = 0.9164) with a serum level cut-off value >1,7 ng/ml, the sensitivity 
and specificity are 76.29% and 97.47%, respectively (p < 0.0001). D – CEA 
(AUC = 0.9054) with serum level cut-off value >5 ug/l, the sensitivity and 
specificity are 72.16% and 97.47%, respectively (p < 0.0001). E – CA19-9 
(AUC = 0.8023) with serum level cut-off value >35 kIU/l, the sensitivity 
and specificity are 46.39% and 96.25%, respectively (p < 0.0001).

samples were divided into 3 groups according to imaging 
control (with partial remission, stable disease and progressing 
disease). In the group of patients with partial remission on 
CT scans (N = 15) TFF3 levels decreased in nearly all patients 
(Figure 4A, mean difference was -2.33 ng/ml; p = 0.0023). In 
the group of patients with stable disease on CT scans (N = 
22) no statistically significant difference in TFF3 (Figure 4B, 
mean of difference is 0.09 ng/ml; p = 0.9000). In the last group 
with progression of disease on CT scans (N = 21) TFF3 levels 
increased, but the difference was not statistically significant 
(Figure 4C, mean of difference is 1.31 ng/ml; p = 0.1003).

The level of TFF3 as prognostic factor. The serum level of 
TFF3 appears to have a prognostic value. The cut-off for serum 
TFF3 level was determined as 1.7 ng/ml. Patients were divided 
into the group with negative serum levels of TFF3 (<1.7 ng/
ml, N=18), slight increase (>1.7 and <3.4 ng/ml, N=16) and 
large increase (>3.4 ng/ml, N=24). From all 58 patients overall 
survival (OS, time from first sample collection to death) was 
calculated. No significant difference (p = 0.2386) between 
group with negative TFF3 levels (mOS 17.87 months) and 
group with slight increase (mOS not reached) was observed. 
But there was statistically significant difference between these 
two groups (mOS 19.9 months) and the group with consider-
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Patients with amount of liver metastases larger than 100 mm 
had significantly higher levels of TFF3 and their liver reserve 
is smaller. Another partial explanation could be, that patients 
with non-resected primary tumor, who have higher levels 
of TFF3, were not surgically treated because of their worse 
performance status and that may be the reason for a worse 
outcome of the treatment. Further investigation and data are 
needed to clarify these results.

Figure 4. Change of TFF3 levels after 3 months of therapy. 
A – Partial remission according to CT scans (RECIST 1.1)
B – Stable disease according to CT scans (RECIST 1.1)
C – Progression according to CT scans (RECIST 1.1)

able increase of TFF3 serum level (mOS 7.8 months, p <0.0001; 
Figure 6). We tried the same with CEA and CA19-9, but there 
was no significant difference found.

Discussion

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common malignan-
cies worldwide. [1] Early diagnosis is crucial for successful 
treatment whether they have only localized disease or distant 
metastases that could be resolved surgically. In patients with 
metachronous distant metastases previously treated for local 
disease early diagnosis is important for possible radical resec-
tion. Therefore, new biological markers for early detection 
(more sensitive and specific than CEA and CA19-9) and pre-
dictors of prognosis for colorectal cancer are urgently needed 
in clinical practice.

TFFs as secreted proteins play an important role in cell 
signaling, communication and migration. [30,31] TFF3 has 
malignant characteristics to promote the invasion of tumor 
cells by acting both directly on malignant cells and indirectly 
on the vasculature [27]. Several earlier clinical studies identi-
fied serum TFF3 as a new marker for gastric cancer. [32,33] In 
one study TFF3 levels in urine and serum were examined in 
patients with colorectal cancer and gastric cancer. The serum 
levels correlated with TNM stage and response to therapy, 
but the comparison with standard tumor markers (CEA and 
CA19-9) was not investigated. [34]

We found that serum TFF1 levels are significantly different 
between the patients and healthy controls. The TFF1 levels are 
higher in patients with poor differentiated tumors, patients 
with colon or rectum involvement (non-resected primary 
tumor or local recurrence), and between patient younger 
than or equal to 55 years and older than 55. Despite of these 
promising and interesting data TFF1 has not better sensitiv-
ity for the disease detection than CEA and CA19-9. Also the 
serum levels of TFF2 in the cancer group were not significantly 
elevated compared to the healthy controls.

 The TFF3 levels were significantly higher in patients com-
pared to controls. Serum levels of TFF3 correlated with the 
extent of colon or rectum involvement (non-resected primary 
tumor or local recurrence), and also with the extent of liver 
involvement in cases without pulmonary metastases. This 
finding is very interesting because these patients could be 
candidates for a radical resection of liver metastases, the only 
modality that can cure them completely.

The TFF3 has better sensitivity than CEA with the same 
specificity and its level correlate with tumor response control-
led by CT scans (RECIST 1.1) better than CEA and CA19-9. 
These results suggested that serum TFF3 may be a potential 
useful biomarker and a pharmacodynamic marker of response 
to chemotherapy.

The entry level of TFF3 appears to be a prognostic factor 
that strongly correlates with overall survival. This can be 
partially explained by strong correlation of TFF3 level with 
liver involvement in patient without pulmonary metastases. 
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Summary

Our data indicated that serum TFF3 can be used as an 
effective biomarker for the detection of distant metastasis 
more sensitive than CEA and CA19-9 and as a phara-
macodynamic marker of a response to chemotherapy in 
gastrointestinal cancer. TFF3 may play an important role in 
detecting colorectal cancer progression and dissemination. 
Our data have shown that decreased serum TFF3 levels 
significantly correlate with response to chemotherapy in the 
group of patient with partial regression and not significantly 
correlated with the group having disease progression. TFF3 
strongly correlates with extension of liver involvement in 
patients without pulmonary metastases, who are the candi-
dates for a curative liver resection. The entry level of TFF3 
appears to be prognostic factor that strongly correlates with 
overall survival. 
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